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FOREWORD
Goodoperation anda plannedmaintenance
programas outlined in this manualare vital in
obtaining maximum
engineperformance
andlong enginelife. Theinstructions on the following
pageshavebeenwritten with this in mind,to give the operatora better understanding
of the
various problemswhichmayarise, andthe mannerin whichthese problemscan best be solved
or avoided.
Theoperatoris cautionedagainstthe useof anyparts, other than genuineWis-Con
Total Power
Corp.parts, for replacement
or repair. Theseparts havebeenengineeredandtested for their
particular job, andthe useof anyother parts mayresult in unsatisfactoryperformance
andshort
enginelife. Wis-Con
Total PowerCorp.distributors anddealers, because
of their close factory
relations, canrenderthe best andmostefficient service.
THE LIFE OF YOURENGINEDEPENDS
ON THE CAREIT RECEIVES.
The MODEL,SPECIFICATION
and SERIALNUMBER
of your engine must be given when
ordering parts. The MODEL
and SPECIFICATION
numberare on the nameplate. The SERIAL
NUMBER
is stamped
either on the crankcaseor the engine’s identification tag.
Copy the MODEL,
SPECIFICATION
and SERIALNUMBER
in the spaces provided below so
that it will be availablewhenorderingparts.

MODEL

SPECIFICATION

SERIAL

NUMBER

To insure promptandaccurateservice, the following informationmustalso be given:
1. State EXACTLY
the quantity of eachpart andpart number.
2. State definitely whetherparts are to be shippedby express,freight or parcel post.
3. State the exactmailing address.

IMPORTANT
READTHESE INSTRUCTIONSCAREFULLY
All pointsof operationandmaintenance
havebeencoveredas carefully as possible,but if further
informationis required,sendinqt,~iries to the factoryfor promptattention.
Whenwriting to the factory, ALWAYS
GIVE THEMODEL,SPECIFICATION
ANDSERIAL
NUMBER
of the enginereferred to.

Starting and OperatingNewEngines
Carefulbreaking-in
of a newenginewill greatlyincreaseits life andresult in troublefreeoperation.
A factory test is not sufficient to establishthe polishedbearingsurfaces,whichare so necessary
to the properperformance
andlong life of an engine.Thesecan only be obtainedby runninga
newenginecarefully andunderreducedloadsfor a short time.
¯ Besurethe engineis filled to the properlevel with a goodquality engineoil.
¯ For properprocedures
to follow whenbreaking-ina newengine,see’Testing Rebuilt Engine’.
Thevariousbearingsurfacesin a newenginehavenot beenglazed,astheywill be with continued
operation,andit is in this periodof "runningin" that specialcaremustbe exercised,otherwise
the highly desired glaze will never be obtained. A newbearing surface that has oncebeen
damaged
by carelessnesswill be ruined forever.

IMPORTANT

SAFETY

NOTICE

Properrepair is importantto the safe andreliable operationof an engine.This RepairManual
outlines basic recommended
procedures,someof whichrequire special tools, devicesor work
methods.
Improperrepair procedurescanbe dangerous
andcould result in injury or death.

READ AND UNDERSTAND
ALL SAFETY PRECAUTIONSAND
WARNINGSBEFOREPERFORMINGREPAIRS ON THIS ENGINE
Warninglabels havealso beenput on the enginesto provideinstructions andidentify specific
hazardswhich,if not heeded,couldcausebodily injury or deathto youor other persons.These
labels identify hazardswhich maynot be apparentto a trained mechanic.Thereare many
potential hazardsfor an untrainedmechanic
andthere is no wayto label the engineagainstall
such hazards.Thesewarningsin the RepairManualandon the engineare indentified by this
symbol:

z

WARNING

Operationsthat mayresult only in enginedamage
are identified in the RepairManualby this
symbol:

&CAUTION
Wis-ConTotal PowerCorp. cannotanticipate every possible circumstancethat mightinvolve
a potential hazard;therefore,the warningsin this manual
are not all inclusive. If a procedure,
tool, deviceorworkmethodnot specifically recommended
by Wis-Con
Total PowerCorp.,
Industrial
ProductDivisionis used,youmustsatisfy yourselfthat it is safe for youandothers.Youshould
also ensurethat the enginewill not be damaged
or madeunsafeby the proceduresyouchoose.

IMPORTANT:
The information, specifications and illustrations in this manualare based
on information that wasavailable at the time it waspublished.The specifications,
torques, pressures of operation, measurements,adjustments, illustrations and other
items can changeat any time. Thesechangescan affect the service given to the product.
Get the complete and most current information before starting any job. For parts,
service, or information, contact Wis-ConTotal PowerCorp., Memphis,Tennessee.

/

WARNING

Mostsub-systemsusedin conjunction with Wis-ConTotal PowerCorp. industrial engines
including(but not limited to) radiators, hoses,fans, fuel tanks,fuel lines or otherfuel system
components,
batteries, electrical connections
or other electrical components,
clutches, transmissions, hydraulic pumpsand generators, are not supplied by Wis-ConTotal PowerCorp.
Theseitems are providedby the manufacturer
of the enditem in whichthe engineis used.
Someof the dangersassociatedwith servicing such items are generally mentionedin this
manual;however,the appropriatehandbooks
andsafety instructions providedby the manufacturer of the enditem shouldalwaysbe consultedprior to the undertakingof anyworkon subsystemsattachedto the engine, to avoid any hazardsinherent to thesesub-systems.

Readandobserveall individual safety warningsas youusethis manualto operate,service or
repair your engine.
Alwaysexercise caution wheneverworkingwith an engineor any associatedsystem.
Injuries maybe causedby lack of care whenworkingwith, or near, movingparts, hot parts,
pressurizedsystems,electrical equipment,or fuel systems.
Alwaysweareye andhearing protection whenworkingon or near engines.
Improper
attire suchas looseclothing,ties, rings, soft shoesor barefeet couldbe hazardous
and
should be avoidedwhenservicing engines.
Useor serviceof the engine(includingthe useof modifiedparts or materials)not in accordance
with manufacturer’sspecifications could damage
your engineor causepersonalinjury.

/

WARNING

Someequipmentandmaterials usedin the overhaul or maintenanceof an engine such as
machine
tools, electrical equipment,
compressed
air, solvents, gasolineor other fuels maybe
dangerous
andcan causeinjury. Alwaysobservesafety precautions.

ooo
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Safety Precautions
¯

Never fill fuel tank while engine is running or hot;
avoid the possibility of spilled fuel causing a fire.

¯

Always refuel

¯

When starting
moving parts

engine, maintain a safe distance
of equipment.

¯

Do not start

engine with clutch

¯

Do not spin hand crank when starting.
Keep cranking components clean and free from conditions
which might cause the crank jaw to bind and not release properly. Oil periodically to prevent rust.

¯

Never run engine with governor disconnected, or operate at speeds in excess of 3600 R.P.M. load.

Do not operate engine in a closed building unless
the exhaust is piped outside. This exhaust contains
carbon monoxide, a poisonous, odorless and invisible gas, which if breathed causes serious illness
and possible death.

slowly to avoid spillage.
from

Never make adjustments
on machinery while it is
connected to the engine, without first removing the
ignition
cables from the spark plugs. Turning the
machinery over by hand during adjusting or cleaning
might start the engine and machinery with it, causing serious injury to the operator.

engaged.

¯

Precaution

is the best insurance

Keep this book handy at all times, familiarize yourself with the operating instructions.

agvinst accidents.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

AND DESIGN

Wisconsin engines are of the four cycle type, in which each
of the four operations of intake, compression, expansion
andexhaustrequires a complete stroke. This gives one power
stroke per cylinder for each two revolutions of the crankshaft.

TH

1600
1800

10.0
11.7
13.1

10.0

14.2

14.2
15.2

2400

Cooling is accomplished by a flow of air, circulated
over the cylinders and heads of the engine, by a combination fan-flywheel encased in a sheet metal shroud.
The air is divided and directed by duct,,; and baffle
plates to insure uniform cooling of all parts.

2600
2800

11.7
13.1

16.4
17.0
17.5

10.0
11.7
13.1

10.4

14.2

14.8
16.0

12.0
13.3

17.2
18.1
18.7

17.5
18.0

19.4

18.2

17.9
16.8

36O0

W2-880

15.2
16.4
17.0

18.0

3200
3400

19.8
20.O

18.2

This gives counter-clockwise
rotation when viewing
the power take-off end of the crankshaft. The flywheel
end of the engine is designated the front end, and the
power take-off end, the rear end of the engine.

Keepthe cylinder and headfins free frc~m dirt and
chaff. Improper circulation of cooling air will
cause engine to overheat.
CARBURETOR

Horsepower specified in the accompanying chart is for
an atmospheric temperature of 60° Fahrenheit at sea
level and at a Barometric pressure of 29.92 inches of
mercury.

The proper combustible mixture of gasoline and air is
furnished by a balanced carburetor, giving, correct fuel
to air ratios for all speeds and loads.

For each inch lower the Barometric pressure
there will be a loss in horsepower of 3~/2%.

SYSTEM

The spark for ignition of the fuel mixture is furnished
by a high tension magneto driven off the timing gears
at crankshaft
speed. The magneto is fitted
with an
impulse coupling,
which makes possible a powerful
spark for easy starting.
Also, the impulse coupling
automatically retards the spark for startirtg,
thus eliminating possible kickback from engine while cranking.

For each 10° temperature rise
tion in horsepower of 1%.

there will

The friction
in new engines cannot be reduced to the
ultimate minimum during the regular block test, but
engines are guaranteed to develop at least 85 per cent
of maximum power when shipped from the factory. The
power will increase as friction
is reduced during the
first few days of operation.
The engine will develop
at least 95% of maximum horsepower when friction
is
reduced to a minimum.

4)

A pluqger type pump supplies oil to a spray nozzle
which directs oil streams against the co~.nectingrods.
Part of the oil from the spray nozzle enters the rod
bearings and the balance of oil forms a spray or mist
which provides ample lubrication for all internal friction surfaces of the engine.

For continuous operation,
shown as a safety factor.

allow

20% of horsepower

STARTING AND OPERATING
INSTRUCTIONS

An external oil line from the oil header in the crankcase lubricates the governor and gear train.

Someof these engines are enclosed in a sheet metal house, as
shownin Fig. 2, and are called power units. Others are furnished
without a house, as shownin Fig. 1. Fig. 2A and Fig. 2B, and are
called open engines.

GOVERNOR
A governor of the centrifugal flyball type maintains the
engine speed by varying the throttle
opening to suit
the load imposed upon the engine. These engines are
equipped with either a fixed speed governor, a variable
speed control to regulate the governed :~peed of the
engine, or an idle control.

Onengineswith a house,the side doors should alwaysbe
removedwhen operating.
This is necessary for circulating sufficient air for cooling the
engine.
LUBRICATION

ROTATION
The rotation
of the crankshaft
viewing the flywheel or cranking

drops,

there will be a reduc-

For each 1000 ft. altitude above sea level
be a reduction in horsepower of

Battery ignition (12 volt) distributor,
is furnished
place of magneto on engines equipped with flywheel
alternator or generator.
LUBRICATION SYSTEM(Fig.

15.2
16.4

3000

Never operate an engine with any part of the
shroudingremoved- this will retard air cooling.

IGNITION

RPM

2000
22O0

COOLING

HORSEPOWER
Models
TJD
THD

Before starting a new engine, fill crankcase base with the
correct grade of engine oil, as specified in "Recommended

is clockwise when
end of the engine.
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RECOMMENDED
LUBRICATING OILS
Season or Temperature
Spring, Summer
or Autumn
+120°F to 40°F
Winter
+40°F to 15°F

Gradeof Oil

SAE 30
SAE 20

Below +15°F
SAE 10W-30
Useoils classified as ServiceSEor SF.

Lubricating Oils" chart. The capacity is 3 1/2 quarts, indicated by a FULLmarkon dip stick, see Fig. 4. The combination oil dip sdckand filler is mountedon the carburetorside of
the engine, but can be located on the starting motorside upon
request.
For run-in of newengines,use sameoil as recommended
in
"Recommended
Lubricating Oils" Chart.
Use only high-grade highly refined oils, corresponding in
bodyto the S.A.E. (Society of AutomotiveEngineers) Viscosity numberslisted in "RecommendedLubricating
Oils" Chart.
These will prove economicaland assure long engine life.
SERVICECLASSIFICATIONOF OIL

The gasoline should have an octane rating of at least
90. Fuel with a low octane rating will cause detonatic.n, and if operation is continued under this condition, severe damage will result to the engine. The
cylinders and pistons will score, head gasket blow
out, bearings will be damaged, etc.
Be sure that air vent in fuel tank cap is not plugged
with dirt, as this would impede the flow of gasoline.
FUELPUMPand PRIMING(Fig. 5)
The diaphragm type fuel pump, furnished on engines
with side mount or underslung fuel tanks, is actuated
by an eccentric on the camshaft, as illustrated
in
cross section of engine, Fig. 3. For maintenance and
repair, refer to fuel pumpinstructions in rear section
of manual.
HandPrimer for hand crank engine is an accessory
furnished only upon request, and is a necessary function when starting a new engine for the first time, or
when engine has been out of operation for a period of
time. Gravity feed and electric start engines do not
require hand priming.
Whenpriming, a distinct resistance of the fuel pump
diaphragm should be felt when moving the hand lever
up and down. If this does not occur, the engine should
be turned over one revolution so that the fuel pump
drive cam will be rotated from its upper position which
prevents movementof the pumprocker arm.

In addition to the S.A.E. Viscosity grades, oils are
also classified according to severity of engine service. Use oils classified by the American Petroleum
Institute as Service SE, SF or SG. This type of oil is
for engines performing under unfavorable or severe
operating ,conditions such as: high speeds, constant
starting and stopping, operating in extreme high or
low temperatures and excessive idling.
Follow summer recommendations in winter if engine
is housed in warmbuilding.
Check oil

level

every 8 hours of

operation,

The old oil should be drained and hesh oil
addedafter every50 hoursof operation.
To drain oil; removedrain plug at either side of crankcase base. Oil should be drained while engine is hot,
as it will then flow more freely.
FUEL
These engines can be furnished with either a gravity
feed tank mounted above the carburetor fuel level, a
side mount tank, or tank mounted below the engine.
In the latter two cases, a fuel pumpis furnished.
The fuel tank should be filled with a good quality
gasoline free from dirt and water. Someof the poorer
grades of gasoline contain gumwhich will deposit on
valve stems, piston rings, and in the various small
passages in the carburetor, causing trouble in operating, and in fact might prevent the engine from operating at all.
Use only reputable, well knownbrands of gasoline of the REGULAR
GRADE.

Fig. 5

Assumingthe gasoline strainer is empty, approximately 25 strokes of the primer lever are required to fill
the bowl. See Fig. 5. After strainer bowl is full, an
additional 5 to 10 strokes are required to fill the
carburetor bowl. Whencarburetor is full the hand
primer lever will movemore easily.
IGNITION SWITCH
Magnetoignition is standard on these engines. A lever type
switch, on the side of the magneto, is always in the on or
running position, except when depressed for stopping the
engine. See Fig. 1 and Fig. 2A.
Onengines with a house, the ignition switch is on the outside
of the house at the flywheelend. See Fig. 2. Whenstarting or
stopping engine, follow insta’uctions on switch tag. This will
apply to both magnetoand battery ignition.

measure to guard against
excessive
speeds, which
not only overstrain all working parts, but which might
wreck the engine and possibly injure bystanders.

STARTING
STARTING PROCEDURE

All parts of the engine are designed to safely withstand any speeds which might normally be required,
but it must be remembered that the stresses set up in
rotating parts increase with the square of the speed.
That means that if the speed is doubled, the stresses
will be quadrupled, and if the speeds are trebled, the
stresses will be nine times as great.

1. Check crankcase and air cleaner oil level, and fuel
supply. Open shut-off valve in fuel strainer.
2. Disengage clutch,

if furnished.

3. New engine may require priming;
Pump" paragraph for instructions.

refer

to =Fuel

4. Set throttle
about 1/2 open if variable speed governor control is furnished; for a two-speed control,
start in full load position, and with a fixed speed
governor, spring will hold throttle open for starting.

Strict adherenceto the aboveinstructions cannot be too
strongly urged, and greatly increasedengine fife will result
as a reward for these easily applied recommendations.
STOPPING ENGINE
Engines, less house, have a lever type stop switch on the side of the
magneto.To stop, depress lever and ho/ddownuntilengine stops. See

S. Pull out ignition
switch button, if applicable.
(Switch tag reads =To Stop Push In"). Refer to Ignition Switch paragraph.
6. Close carburetor choke by pulling
extreme out position.

Fig.]andFig.ea.

choke button to

Powerunits, Fig. 2, and battery ignition engines,are furnishedwith an
ignition switch, "To Stop PushIn".

7. Turn engine over one or two revolutions.
Push
choke button in about half-way and then pull up
briskly on the starting
crank. Do not attempt to
spin the engine with the starting crank. If the engine does not start on the first pull up of crank,
re-engage the crank and repeat the operation.

If the enginehas beenrunninghardand is hot, do not stop it abruptly
fromfull Iced, but removethe load andallowengineto nmidle at 1000
to 1200RPM
for three to five minutes. This will reduce the internal
temperalure of the engine muchfaster, minimizevalve warping,and

With electric starting motor; depress ~,;tarter
in place of hand cranking.

of coursethe externaltemperature,
including
the manifold
andcarburetor
willalsoreduce
faster,dueto air circulation
fromtheflywheel.
MAINTENANCE

button

AIR CLEANERS
MODEL
TJD:The oil bathtype air cleaner, illustrated in Fig. 6, is

8. After engine starts,
push choke button in as required for smooth running.
Choke must be completely open when engine is warmed up.

standardequipment.
MODEL
W2-880:The dry element air cleaner, i lluswa~l in Fig. 6A,
is standard equipmen~
MODELS
TJD and W2-880:A dry element (tri-phase) air cleaner,
illustrated in Fig. 7, is optionallyavailable.

If flooding should occur, open choke fully, by pushing choke button in and continue
cr~mking. More
choking is necessary when starting
in cold temperatures or when engine is cold, than when it is warm.

Theair cleaner is an essential accessory,filtering the air entering the
carburetor and preventing abrasive dirt from entering the engine and

wearing
outvalvesandpistonringsin a veryshorttime.

If all conditions are right, engine will start promptly
after one or two attempts. Allow engine to warm up a
few minutes before applying load, as prescribed
in
’Warm-Up Period’ paragraphs.

The air cleaner must ~ serviced frequently, dependingon the dust
conditionsin whichthe engineis operated.Checkconnecfions for leaks
or breaks and replace all brokenor damagedhose clampson remoteor
side mountedair cleaners.

New engines should be =run-in" gradually to insure
trouble-free
service. Refer to "Starting and Operation
of New Engine; on the inside front cover of this manual, for correct "running-in" procedure.

Excessivesmokeor loss of powerare goodindications that the air
cleaner requires attention.
OIL BATH AIR CLEANER, (Fig.

6)

Once each week; the filtering
element
thoroughly washed in a solvent. Remove oil
out air cleaner bowl. Add fresh oil to the
indicated onbowl, using the same grade oil
in the engine crankcase.

WARM-UP PERIOD
The engine should be allowed to warm up to operating
temperature before load is applied. This requires only
a few minutes of running at moderate speed. Racing
an engine or gunning it, to hurry the warm-up period,
is very destructive
to the polished wearing surfaces
on pistons, rings, cylinders,
bearings, etc., as the
proper oil film on these various surfaces cannot be established until the oil has warmed up and become sufficiently
fluid. This is especially important on new
engines and in cool weather.

should be
and clean
level line
as is used

Service doily, if engine is operating in very dusty
conditions.
Detailed instructions
are printed on the
air cleaner.
Operating the engine under dusty conditions without oil in the air cleaner or with dirty oil, may
wear out cylinders, pistons, rings and bearings in
a few days time, and result in costly repairs.

Racing an engine by disconnecting the governor, or by
doing anything to interfere
with the governor control
engine speed, is extremely dangerous. The governor
is provided as a means for controlling
the engine
speed to suit the load applied, and also as a safety

Plastic pre-cleaner, mounted to the top of the air
cleaner, removes the larger dirt and dust particles before the air reaches the main air cleaner.
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COVER AND
FILTER ELEMENT

OIL LEVEL
Fig. 7

BREATHER
VALVE
(TH. THD)

DRY ELEMENT(TRI-PHASE) AIR CLEANER(Fig. 7)
Service
Daily; squeezerubberdust unloaderonceor twice a dayto
checkfor possibleobstruction.If engineis operatingin verydusty
conditio.n.s,removecartridgeandshakeout accumulated
dirt (do not
~ap or strikeelement--it maybecomedamaged).Wipeoutdirtfrom
inside coverand bowl.
OnceEachWeek;
The filtering cartridge should be taken out and
either dry-cleaned with compressedair, or washedby repeated
dippingfor several minuteshi a solution of lukewarm
water and a
mild, non-sudsingdetergent. Rinsein cold water fromthe inside
out, and.allowto dry ovei’nightbeforeinstalling. In cold weather,
protect elementfromfreezinguntil dry. Donot oil element,and do
not use gasolineor kerosenefor cleaning.
After ten washingsor one year of service, whichever comesfirst,
replace cartridge. Newcariridges are available at your Wisconsin
dealer. Refer to glustmted Pans Catalog for replacementpart
number.
Carrya spareelementin a dust-proofcontainerfor quick
replacement
in thet’mid. Cleandirty element
when
convenient.

Fig.6

Cleanbowlregularly of accumulateddust and dirt. Donot use
oil or waterin pre-cleaner,this mustbe kept dry.
DRY TYPE AIR CLEANER(Fig. 6A)
Thedry elementaircleaneris mounted
direcdyto the cafouretor.Do
notoil element,anddo not use gasolineor kerosenefor cleaning.
ServiceDaily; or twice a day if engineis operatingin verydusty
conditions. Remove
elementandshakeoutthe accumulawxl
dust and
dirt. Wipeout dirt frominside coverand fromhousing.

CRANKCASE BREATHER
ModelsTHand THDhavea ball check breathervalvemountedto
the bollomof the air cleanerbracketandchanneled
thru the gearcover
to the crankcase.Thebreathervalve, removed
as illustrated in Fig.
6, shouldbe keptfree of dirt byperiodiccleaning.
ModelsTJDand W2-880:
Thecharacteristics of this engineare such
that a ball checkvalveis notrequiredin its breathersystem.

Once
EachWeek;
The filtering cartridge should be taken out and
rinsedundera faucet withcold water,then washby repeateddippings
for severalminutesin a solutionof lukewarm
wateranda mild, nonsudsingdetergent.Rinsein cold waterfromthe inside out, andallow
to dry overnightbefore installing in air cleaner. In cold weather,
protect elementfromfreezinguntil dry.

Areslricted or pluggedupbreathersystemis indicatedwhenoil seeps
fromgasketstirfa-c~s, oflseals, screwsandstuds.
FUELFILTER(Fig. 8)
It is.. veryin~.portant
that gasolinebe falteredto preventsediment,
dirt
ana w.aterfromenteringthe carburetorand causinglrouble or even
completestoppageof the engine.Thefuel fdter ha~a glass bowland
should be inspectedfrequently, and cleanedif dirt or water are
present.

After five washingsor oneyear of service, whichever comesfirst,
replacethe cartridge element.Newfilter elementsare availablefrom
all Wisconsin
Distributorsand ServiceCenters.

FILTER
ELEMENT’

To.removesedimentbowl, loosen nut belowbowland swingwire
bail to oneside. Therewill be less dangerof breakingthe gasketif
the bowlis givena twist as it is beingremoved.
Cleanbowlandscreen
thoroughly.Replacegasket if it has becomedamaged
or hardened.
_Repairkitsare availablefor servicereplacement,
refer to Illuslrated
varts Catalogs.

ADAPTER

HOUSING
MTG. STUD
~REATHER LINE
Fig. 6A
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Fig.8

CARBURETORADJUSTMENT
The main metering jet in the carburetor is ot the fixed type and therefore no adjustment is necessary.
The correct amount of throttle plate opening for the
proper low idle speed is obtained by means of the
tbrcttle stop screw. However,this is set at the factory
so that no immediate adjustment is necessary. The
idle adjustment is for smooth low speed .operation and
this adjustment, if necessary, must be made with the
carburetor throttle lever dosed.

or noneat all, checkbreakerpoint openingas describedin "Magneto
BreakerPoint Adjustment".
If this doesnot remedythe trouble, it
maybe necessaryto install a newcondenser.See Magneto
Service
Instructionsin this manual.
MAGNETOBREAKERPOINT ADJUSTMENT
(Fig’s. 10, 11)
The magneto breaker point gapis .015 inch at full
separation. If the ignition spark becomes weak after
continued operation, the breaker points may have to
be readjusted, resurfaced or replaced. Removethe
magneto end cover and take off rotor in order to examine the points. If there is evidence of pyramiding or
pitting, the points should be resurfaced with a small
tungsten file.

Forfurther information,refer to CarburetorServiceInstructionsin
this manual.
MAGNETO IGNITION
MAGNETO
IGNITION SPARK(Fig.

Points that are badly worn or pitted should be replaced. Checkbreaker point gap by rotating the
crankshaft with the starting crank, (this also rotates
the magneto), until the breaker points are wide open.
The opening or gap should then be measured with a
feeler gauge as shown.
Adjust breaker points as follows: First loosen the
two Iockin¢l screws on the contact plate enoughso

9)

If difficulty is experienced in starting ~,he engine or
if engine misses firing, the strength of the ignition
spark can be tested as follows: Removethe ignition
cable from the No. 1 spark plug and wedge a piece of
stiff bare wire up into the terminal boot with one end
of the wire extending out. With the extended wire held
about 1/8 inch away from the cylinder head shroud,
turn the engine over slowly by the start!ing crank and
watch for the spark discharge, which should occur
during the cranking cycle, at the instant the impulse
coupling on the magneto snaps. Repeat this check
with the other ignition cable. If there is a weakspark,
NO. I SPARK I:LUG

I/8"

GAP

Fig. 10
COIL
CONDENSER
MEASURE BREAKER
POINT GAP WHEN
OPEN. ADJUST TO
.015 INCH
FULCRUMPIN RING
BREAKER ARM
LOCKING SCREWS
TERMINAL SCREW

END VIEW OF FAIRBANKS-MORSE MAGNETO
Fig. I1

Fig. 9
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tending to push the thumb away from plug opening.
When this occurs,
No. 1 piston is coming up on
compression stroke.

that the plate can be moved. Insert the end of a small
screw driver into the adjusting slot at the bottom of
the contact plate and open or close the contacts by
moving the plate until the proper opening is obtained. After tightening
the locking screws, recheck
breaker point gap to make sure it has not changed.
Place rotor on shaft before mounting end cover.
CAUTION:Rotor is so constructed that it can only be
put on in the correct position relative to timing.

3. Continue cranking until the leading edge of the X
marked vane and DC letters
on flywheel are in line
with the vertical
centerline
mark on shroud, as
shown on Timing Diagram, Fig. 12. Leave flywheel
in this position, as the No. 1 piston is now on top
dead center.
hole plug from magneto timing
4. Remove inspection
in the engine gear cover.

Mountmagnetoend cover and gasket carefully, so that they seal
properly. Donot turn cover screws too fight]y, otherwise cover may
crock. For further information see MagnetoService Instructions in
this manual.

MAGNETOTIMING (Fig.

5. Assuming the magneto is removed from the engine; set
magnetofor spark discharge to the No. 1 terminal. This is
accomplished by use ofashort stiff length ofwireplaced into
the No. 1 terminal socket and bent to within 1/8 inch of the
magneto frame. Then turn the magneto gear in a clockwise
rotation, tripping the impulse coupling, until a spark is
observed between the wire and frame. Retain gear in this
position. NOTE:This procedure is necessary only for the

12)

Drive gear replacement on Models TJD and W2-880requires the
gear to be positioned on the drive lugs of the magnetoso that when
No. 1 terminal fires, the ’X’ markedgear tooth is visible throughthe
timing hole, while flywheel is positioned as illustrated in Fig. 12.
Refer to MagnetoService Instruction in this manual for further
information on gear mounting.
The magneto is mounted and retimed
the following manner:

TJD and W2-880engines. TH and THDmodels have a splitcoil magneto that produces two sparks simultaneously (one
for each terminal) ever 360° of rotation.

to the engine in

6. Mount magneto to the engine, meshing the gears so
that when magneto is in place, the gear tooth marked
with an ’X’ will be visible in the center of the inspection hole in gear cover. See Magneto Timing
Diagram, Fig. 12. Tighten mounting screws and be
sure flange gasket is in place.

1. Remove screen over flywheel air intake opening to
expose the timing marks on flywheel and shroud.
2. Remove No. 1 spark plug (that which is closest to
flywheel end of engine).
Then, hold thumb over
spark plug hole and turn engine over slowly with
the crank until a definite
pressure can be felt,

The No. 1 spark plug ignition

wire terminal

on the

RUNNINGSPARKADVANCEHOLE
FORCHECKING
WITH NEONLIGHT
VERTICALCENTERLINEMARK
(TC)P DEADCENTER~
EDGE OF MARKED
VANEIN
LINE WITHMARKON SHROUD
SPLIT COIL MAGNETO
ENDCAP
FOR MODELS
TH ANDTHD

GOVERNOR
GEAR

TONO. 2
SPARKPLUG

/

CAMSHAFT
GEAR

TONO.1

~,

SPARKPLUG

0.2

Nu. ~

MARKED
ON FLYWHEEL
INSPECTION
~
HOLE PLUG ~-~

MAGNETO ’~
GEAR

FLYWHEELSCREEN

CRANKSHAft
GEAR

Fig. 12, MAGNETO
TIMING DIAGRAM
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TERM,
~

END

CAP

FOR

~MODEL
TJD
MAGNETO
MARKED
GEARTOOTHVISIBLE
THRU OPENING
s WHENFLYWHEELIS LOCATED
AS SHOWN

ADVANCE
TIMING HOLE
FORCHECKING
WITH
NEONLIGHT

No. 2 TERMINAL
TOWER

MARKON VERTICAL
CEHTERLINE

TO IGNITION
COIL
No. 1 TERMINAL
TOWER

MARKED
VANE
ON FLYWHEEL

ROTOR
ROTATION

ENGINE
(CLOC

ADVANCE ARM
MOUNTINGSCREW
Fig. 15, DISTRIBUTOR
MOUNTEDTO ADAPTER HOUSING
mounted to an adapter housing attached to the gear
cover where the magneto would ordinarily
be mounted.
See Fig. 15.

FLYWHEEL
AIR SHROUD

The distributor
is of the automatic advance type and
it is driven off an engine speed shaft through a pair
of two to one ratio helical gears, thus giving the
distributor
one half engine speed in a counter-clockwise direction
when viewed from above.

FLYWHEELSCREEN

F~g.14
magneto end cap is the tower toward the engine.
Fig. 12.

The proper spark advance for NORMAL
SPEEDS(2000
RPM)is 20° BTDC,the same as for magneto ignition. Do not
time engine below 2000 RPM.

See

The magneto rotates at crankshaft speed in clockwise
direction
when viewing driving gear end. The rotor
distributes one spark per revolution for each cylinder,
but only the spark on compression stroke is useful.
The other spark is wasted during the exhaust stroke.

DISTRIBUTOR TIMING
Remove screen over the flywheel air intake opening.
This will expose the timing marks on flywheel shroud,
also the vane on flywheel, marked by an ’X’ and the
letters ’DC’, See Fig. 14. Next, remove the spark plug
from No. 1 cylinder and turn engine over slowly, by
means of the starting crank, and at the same time hold
a finger over the spark plughole to determine the compression stroke.

The running spark advance is 20° . To check timing
with a neon light, the spark advance is indicated by
a 1/8" diameter hole on the flywheel shroud, 20° or
1-7/8" to the left of the vertical centerline, Fig. 14.
FIRING

Upon reaching the compression stroke, continue turning the starting crank until the leading edge of the
’X’ marked vane on flywheel is in line with the vertical centerline mark on the flywheel shroud, as shown

ORDER

In ModelsTJD and W2-880the firing interval between No. l
cylinder and No. 2 is 540°, -- from °.
No. 2 to No. 1,180

MOUNT
DISTRIBUTORWITHROTORIN LINE WITH
NOTCH(POINT IGNITION ONLY)IN HOUSING.
BREAKERPOINTS

ModelsTH and THDare even fn-ing engines,, with the cylinders firing every 360° or one crankshaft revolution apart.
CAUTION."Donot use magnetoor distributor for ModelsTJD
and W2-880 on Models TH, THD, or vice versa.

BATTERYIGNITION
DISTRIBUTOR
A distributor
is furnished in place of magneto, on engines that are equipped with a generator or flywheel
alternator.
When a direct mountedgenerator is provided, the dis~
t ributor is mounted to the end of the generator frame
as illustrated
in Fig. ]6. On engines wiith belt driven
generator or flywheel alternator,
the distributor
is

)IRECTION AS
)W
CLAMP SCREW
Fig, 16, DISTRIBUTOR
TIMING
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in Fig. 14. The No. 1 piston
center. Reassemble spark plug.

is

now on top dead

NEONLAMP TIMING (Fig.

17)

The engine should be timed to the 20° advancedposition at not less than 2000 R.P.M. Check timing with
a neon lamp as shown. Insert
a small screw driver
into the No. 1 terminal tower on the distributor
cap,
making contact with the spark plug wire terminal.
Connect the red terminal clip, from a conventional
type timing lamp, to the metal portion of the screw
driver. One of the other two timing lamp wires is connected to the battery, and the other to ground.

With the No. 1 piston now on TDC and on compression
stroke,
remove cap from distributor
and mount as
follows:
1. Align rotor with center of notch (point ignition only)
distributor housing (location of No.1terminal tower). Mount
unit in place so that the notch is in an approximate10 o’clock
position. See Fig. 16. This applies to either distributor
mounting- to the end of generator frame or adapter housing
on gear cover.

Chalk or paint the end of the ’X’ marked vane on the
flywheel,
white. Then~with the engine operating
at
2000 R.P.Id. or over, allow the flash from the neon
lamp to illuminate the whitened vane. At the time of
the flash, the leading edge of the vane should line up
with the running spark advancetiming hole on the flywheel shroud. If it does not, the distributor
clamp
screw should be loosened and the distributor
body
turned slightly clockwise or counterclockwise,
as required, until the white flywheel vene matches up with
the advance timing hole. Be sure clamp screw is then
carefully tightened.

2. Tighten advance armmountingscrew securely in place.
3. Adjust breaker point gaptp .020 inch opening, see
"Distributor Maintenance".
4. Withthe distributor clampscrewloose, see Fig. 16, turn the
distributor bodyslightly in a counter-clockwisedirection
until the breaker points are firmly closed. Thenturn the
distributor bodyin a clockwisedirection until the breaker
points are just beginningto open. At this point a slight
resistance can be felt as the breaker point camstrikes the
breaker point arm.

If the engine is running below 2000 R.P.td. when timing, the automatic advance in the distributor
will not
be in the "full advance position" and thus the timing
would not be accurate.

5. Tighten advance armclamp screw. No. 1 cylinder is now
ready to fire in the retarded position.
The breaker point gap of .020 of an inch should be
checked and adjusted per paragraph (3), before distributor body is set and locked in place, as per paragraphs (4) and (5), because any change in gap opening will affect the ignition advance. Mount distributor
cap and connect ignition cables per g/iring Diagram,
Fig. 18 or 20.

DISTRIBUTOR

AND GENERATOR MAINTENANCE

The breaker point gap should be .020 inch at full
separation.
To readjust point gap; turn engine over by
means of the starting
cxank until the distributor
breaker arm rubbing block is on a high point of the
cam. Loosen the stationary
contact lock-nut,
and
screw fixed contact in or out, until correct gap is
obtained. Tighten locknut and recheck gap.

If care is exercised in the preceding instructions,
the
spark timing should be accurate enough for satisfactory starting,
however, checking spark advance with a
neon lamp, as described
in ’Neon Lamp Timing’ is
necessory.

Every 50 hours of operation; the oiler in the generator commutator end head should have 3 to 5 drops of
medium engine oil added.
The oiler on the side of the distributor
base should
have 3 to 5 drops of medium engine oil added, and the
grease cup given one complete turn. Use a high melting point grease.

VER
RED
CLIP

Every lO0 hours, apply 3 to 5 drops of light engine
oil (10W), to the felt in the top of the cam sleeve, and
1 or 2 drops to the breaker arm pivot.
Every 200 hours, add a small amount of high melting
point grease to the breaker arm rubbing block.
Avoid excessive lubrication.
Oil that may get on the
contact points will cause them to burn.
ELECTRICAL WIRING CIRCUITS

X MARKED
WHITE VANE

NOTE:Beginning with engine serial No. 3988441, the standard
wiring circuits of all 12 volt electrical equipmentfor ModelsTH,
THDis negative ground polarity, instead of the previously
furnished positive ground. All Model TJD and W2-880 eleclrical equipped engines are negative ground. Any 6 volt
systems that might be furnished remain positive ground.

TIMING LAMP
TO GROUND
TO BATTERY
Fig. 17
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Starting Switch

~11

SOLENOID
STARTING SW~TCH

1. Visuallyinspect plug wires, coil wire, distributor cap and
rotor. Replaceany components
that showdeterioration. It
is especially importantthat the cap and plugwires be in
goodcondition, free of oil, grease and moisture.
2. Checkfor loose or poorconnectionsin ignition circuit.
Check
baUeryterminalsfor corrosionand loose connections.
3. Checkbattery voltage with engine off. It shouldbe 12 to
15 volts.

Storl
ing

If the aboveitems havebeencheckedand foundto be properand
the engine’sdistributor is believedto be faulty, the distributor
shouldbe tested.
NOTE:
Ignition timing adjustment specifications and procedures for the solid state ignition systemsare the sameas the
correspondingpoint ignition distributor. Anautomotivetype
timinglight shouldbe used to checkand adjust ignition timing.

Ammeter ~

Spark

Plugs

~

No. 2

N°’l
i
;,U~T-OUT

Distributor
Generator

HI Temp.
Safety Switch

TESTING
Testingcanbe doneeither witha voltmeteror a 12volt test light.

Ignition
Coil

Fig. 18, WIRING
DIAGRAM
Battery Ignition with Generator
The wiring diagram, Fig. 18, illustrates a negativeground
circuit. If polarity of generatoris for a positive groundcircuit,
terminal connectionsat ammeter,ignition coil and battery are
reversed from those shown. Donotuse positive goundgenerator and regulator in a negativegroundcirruit, or vice versa.
Polarity doesnot affect starting motor,coil anddistributor.
SOLID STATEIGNITION DISTRIBUTOFIS
(TJD, W2-880-YF52S1
ManynewWisconsinengines are nowbeing (Nuipped with
solid state ignition distributor. Externallythe newsolid state
ignition distributors are similar in appearanceto a conventional
point ignition distributor. Internally the majordifferencesare:
1. Distributor camwhich opens ignition points has been
replaced with a magnetassembly.
2. Ignition points havebeenreplacedwith a "Hall effect type"
electronic module.
Thissolid state ignition distributor uses twoprimarywireleads
which attach to the ignition coil. Theblackor blue lead
connectsthe negative(-) terminal of the ignition coil
~. (+) sideof the
whilethe red leadconnects
to the positiw
ignitioncoil.
Note:the sameWisconsincoil is used on the solid state and
pomt ~gnmonsystems.
TROUBLESHOOTING
Thefollowingsteps should be performedif the enginesignition
systemappears to be not operatingproperly:
16

VOLT METERTESTING
l. Connectthe positive (+) lead of a voltmeterto the negative
(-) side of the ignition coil. Ground
the negative(-) lead
the voltmeter.Set the voltmeterto DCvolts onat least a 15
volt scale.
2. Disconnectthe high voltage wire fromthe center of the
distributor capand groundit to the engineblockor chasis.
3. Crankengine.
4. Thevoltmetershouldfluctuate froma rangeof 1 to 2 volts
to a rangeof 10 to 12 volts as the engineis cranked.
NOTE:On somevoltmeters the needle will appear to
bouncebetween1 and 12 volts.
5. If the voltmeterdoesnot fluctuate, one of the following
problemsexist:
a. If the voltmetershowsa constant0 reading, there is an
opencircuit somewhere
in the primaryignition circuit.
b. I f the voltmetershowsa constantvoltagein the 1.0 to 3.5
volt range, the electronic moduleis shorted out.
c. If the voltmetershowsa constant voltage equal to the
battery voltage, the electronic modulehas an opencircuit
and requires replacement.
12 VOLTTEST LIGHT
1. Connectthe test light betweenthe positive (+) side of the
ignition coil and ground.Withthe ignition switchin the
"on"position the light shouldlight.
NOTE:
If there is no voltagepresentat the positive side of
the coil, recheckthe circuit fromthe battery throughthe
ignition switchto the coil.
2. Disconnectthe black primary lead going betweenthe
ignition coil negative(-) terminalandthe distributor.
Connectthe test light to the negative(-) terminalof the
!gnition coil. Turnthe ignition switchon - the test light
shouldlight, if not the ignition coil primarywindingis open
and the coil should be replaced.
Reconnectthe black primarylead of the distributor to the
negative(-) terminalof the ignition coil. Connectthe test

light again to the negativeterminalof the ignition coil.
3. Disconnectthe high voltage wire fromthe center of the
distributor cap and groundto the engine.
4. Crankthe engine.
5. Thetest light shouldflicker as the engineis cranked.
6. If the light doesnot flicker then the distributor electronic
moduleis faulty.

Replacementplugs must be of the correct heat range, like
ChampionNo. D-16J, ACNo. C86 commercial.
Use a newgasket whenmountingeither old or new plug and
thoroughlyclean threads in cylinder headbefore installation.
Tighten spark plug 24 to 26 foot pounds
torque.If torque
wrenchis not available, tighten pluguntil it beginsto seat on
the gasket, then turn 1/2 to 3/4 of a turn more.

NOTE:To avoid damageto the distributor componentsthe
following conditions must be avoided:
1. REVERSE
POLARITY
- Do not reverse the battery
cables - (this distributor is for negativegroundsystems
only) or the ignition coil wires. Black coil lead to
negativeterminalof the coil: red lead to positive
terminalof the coil.
NOTE:
Someearly production distributors have a blue
lead instead of a black lead for the negativecoil lead.
2. VOLTAGE
SURGES
- Do notopemte the engine with the
battery disconnected.Insure all electrical connectionsare
madeproperly. Avoidusing switches on the engine which
cause excessive arcing.
3. Disconnectthe ground(negative) cable whenchargingthe
battery.
STARTING
- Only use another 12 volt b~ttery for
4. JUM~P
jumpstarting - be sure battery polarity is correct (positive
to positive, negativeto negative.)

HIGH TEMPERATURE
SAFETYSWITCH(Fig.

22)

As a safety precaution against overheating, engines can be
equippedwith a high temperatureswitch, mountedto a cylinder headbolt oppositethe No. 2 spark plug.
Whencylinder head temperaturebecomescritically high, the
safety switchwill automaticallystop the engineby shortingout
theignition system. A waiting period of about lOminuteswill
be requiredbefore the switchhas cooledoff sufficiently to restart the engine. Anoverheatedengine will score the cylinder
walls, bumout connectingrod and crankshaft bearings, also
warppiston and valves. Thecauseof the overheatingcondition
will have to be remediedbefore the engine is re-started. See
Overheatingparagraphin Troubles, Causes, and Remedies
section.
SET GAP

NOTE: A HIGH AMPERAGEBOOST CHARGERCAN
DAMAGETHE SOLID STATE COMPONENTS
WITHIN
THE DISTRIBUTOR.
FLYWHEEL
ALTERNATOR
(Fig.

/

19)

12 volt- lOamp
or25amp
flywheelalternator is usedin place
of the flange mountedgear driven generator. Theseunits are of
the permanent magnet type and have no brushes, commutator, belts or adjustments.
Beginningwith engine serial No. 5190298,a new two module
flywheelalternator systemreplaces the previously furnished
three modulesystem, that included an isolation diode module,
and the twounit systemwithout the isolation diode. Refer to
Bulletin MY-89-8for
ObsoleteFlywheelAIternatorinformafion.

Fig.21
A HighTemperatureSafety Switch service kitis available
for installation on enginesin the field. Refer to "DISTRIBUTORS"in the OPTIONS
ANDACCESSORIES
Section of the
Wisconsin Counter Manualfor Illustrated Parts List and
MountingLocations.
RESTORING COMPRESSION

Since the physical appearance of both 10 ampand 25 amp
alternator systems are very similar, the 25 ampunit can be
distinguished from the 10 ampunitby the ammetercalibrations, and by a 14 gage green wire in place of a 16 gage red
wire, from the ammeterto the stator-regulator connector.

Ona newengine or on one whichhas beenout of operationfor
sometime, the oil mayhave drained off the cylinder so that
HIGH
TEMPERATURE
SAFETYSWITCH

NOTE:
Refer to pages 30-32 for detailed testing and troubleshooting information.
SPARKPLUGS(Fig. 21)
Incorrect gap, fouled or wamspark plugelectrodes, will havean
adverse affect on engine operation. Removespark plugs
periodically, clean, regapor replaceif necessary.Threadsize is
18 mm.
Sparkplug gap- 0.030 of an inch.

Fig.22
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CARBURLTOR
THROTTLE
LEVER

"ONTROL

compression
will be weak,This maycause difficulty in starting.
To remedythis condition, removethe spark plugs and pour
abouta fluid ounceof crankcaseoil throughthe spark plug hole
into each cylinder.
Turnthe engine overseveral times with the st,qa’ting crank to
distribute the oil overthe cylindtr wall. Thenreassemblespark
plugs and compressionshould be satisfactory.
GOVERNOR
OPERATION
Thecentrifugal flyball governorrotates on a stationary pin
driven into the upper part of the timing gear cover, and the
governor
is drivenoff the camshaft
gearat crankshaft
speed.

GOVERNOR
GOV
Fig. 23

Flyweightsare hingedto lugs on the drive gear. Hardenedpins
on the flyweights bear against the flanged sliding sleeve,
movingit backand forth as the flyweightsmovein or out. The
motionof the sleeveis transmittedthrougha ball thrust beating
to the governorlever, whichin tumis connectedto the carburetor throttle lever. Aspringconnectedto the governorlever tends
to hold the flyweightsto their inner position, also to holdthe
carburetor throttle open. As the engine speed increases, cenIrifugal force from the flyweightsacts against ~hespring and
closes the throttle to a point wherethe engine speed will be
maintainedpractically constant undervarying load conditions.

LOAD NO LOAD HOLE
R.P.M. R.P.M.
NO.
1725
1800
1925
2000

3
3
4
4

2100
2200
2300
2400
2500

2210
2365
2420
2540
2675

5
6
6
7
8

2600
2700
2800
2900

2775
2870
2935
3090

6
6
6
7

3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600

3230
3390
3430
3590
3640
3775

7
8
8
9
9
10

GOVERNOR
LEVER
HOLE

2000 2140 5

GOVERNOR
ADJUSTMENT
(Fig. 23,Fig. 23A, Fig. 24,
Fig. 24A)
The governor rod connection to the carburetor must be very
carefully adjusted for length, otherwisethe governorwill not
function properlyand causethe engine to surge badly. Withthe
engineat rest, the governorspring will keepthe flyweightsin,
and the control rod must be of such length as to hold the
carburetorthrottle wideopenat that point.

3000 3160 7

CONTROLROD
W2-880,TJD, THD,TH- With die control rod discon:nec[cd from [he

governor
liver, pushtherodtoward
thecarburetor
asfar as it will
go. Thiswill put the carburetorthrottle leverin a wideopen
position. The govemor
lever should then be
moved
as far as possiblein the samedirection.
Holdingboth parts in the above position, the THROTTLE
rodshouldbe screwedin or out of the swivel LEVER
blockonthe carburetor,until the bent endof
the rod will register withhole in lever, then
POSITION
STOP
screwrodin onemoreturn. Theextra turn will
shortenthe linkageslightlyandwill enablethe
carburetorthrottle lever to bouncebackfrom
the stop pin rather that jamagainstthe pin,
whena load is suddenlyappliedto an idling
engine.Thiswill eliminateexcessivewearon
the threadsin the carburetorthrottle swivel
block.
W2-880
- Remove
retaining clip and disconnect the control rod from the carburetor
throttle lever(Fig. 23A).Move
the top of the
govemor
lever towardthe lake off end of the
engine.Holdthe carburetorthrottle lever in
the wideopenpositionagainst the carburetor
stop. Adjustlengthof controlrod so rod will
register in holein carburetorthrottle lever,
then lengthenrod onefull turn so carburetor
throttle leverwill stop just short of wideopen

1600
1700
1800
1900

¯
--7
O~6

O-5
0----4
0~3
¯ -- ~-- 2

Fig. 24, GOVERNOR
LEVER
CHART
(TJD, THD,TH)
throttle stop whengovemor
lever is in the
CHOKE LEVER
wideopenposition.Reinstallretainingclip.
(open position)

BOTTOM NOTCH
(closed position)

ADJUSTMENT

Fig. 23A
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GOVERNORSPRING
ThemodelTJD, THD,THgovernor lever, Fig. 24, is furnishedwith12 holesfor
attaching the governorspring and it is
very importantthat the spring be hooked
into the hole relative to the speedat which
the engineis to be operated.As notedin
GovernorLever Chart, Fig. 24, two different springs are used on modelsTJD,
THD,THfor the full range of operating
speeds.
The modelW2-880governor lever, Fig.
24A,is furnishedwith12 holesfor attaching the governorspring. It is very important that the springbe hooked
into the hole
relative to the speedat whichthe engineis
to be operated. As noted in Governor
LeverChart, Fig. 24A, one spring is used
on modelW2-880for the full range of
operating speeds.

Thecharts,whichshow
the fullloadandnoIoadspeeds
of the engine
andthe holecorresponding
thereto,is for a variablespeed
governor,ff:ixed speedgovernorsettings can be obtained from a
Wisconsin
distributor by enginespecificationnumber).Notethat the
full toadspeedis less thanthe nolongspeedandthis mustbe taken
into considerationwhenreadjusting the governor.As an example,
in the governor
leverchart, Fig.24; if the engineis to be operatedat
2400revolutions
per minuteunderload, the springshouldbe hooked
into the 7th holein the governor
lever, andthe springtensionadjusted
by meansof the adjusting screw, to run 2540RPM
at no load. When
load is applied, the enginewill run at approximately2400RPM.

ADJUSTMENT
LOCKSCREWHOLE

CAUTION:
The modelTHengine is not operated aboveload speed
of 2600RPIv£
A tachometeror revolution counter should be used against the
crankshaft to check speed while adjusting the govemorspring
tension. Tighteningthe adjusting screwlocknut will give higher
speeds,whilelooseningthe locknutwill lowerthe springtensionad
reduce the RPM.

ADJUSTINGRING
(TURN IN CLOCKWISE
2TION)

CLUTCH
ENGAGING LEVER
(RELEASED POSITION
ADJUSTMENT LOCK

Fig. 26
LOAD NO LOAD HOLE
R.P.M. R.P.M. NO.
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600
2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600

1700
1800
1890
2000
2075
2160
2270
2370
2470
2580
2720
2780
2860
2990
3095
3195
3300
3375
3500
3600
3695

GOVERNOR
LEVER

CLUTCH AND REDUCTION UNITS
CLUTCHPOWER
TAKE-OFF(Fig. 25)
Theclutch availableon these modelsof enginesis of the disc type
runningin oil. Usethe samegradeofoil in the clutchas is usedin the
crankcaseof the engine.Fill throughthe inspectionplate opening,to
the heightof the oil level plugwithapproximately
1 pint of oil.

HaLE
NO.

2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
6
7
8
9
9
9
10
11
11

ID~.-.~
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CLUTCHADJUSTMENT
(Fig. 26)
If the clutchbeginsto slip, it shouldbe readjustedto preventit from
becomingoverheatedand damaged.First removethe inspection
plate whichwill exposethe notchedadjusting ring. Releasethe
clutch,bypushingthe engaginglever forward(towardengine). Turn
engineover until the clutch adjustmentlock is visible thru the
inspectionopening.Loosenadjustmentlockscrew,one
full tum. The
lockscrew
is accessiblethru the pipe plughole behindthe inspection
opening.Keepthe crankshaft from turning, then by meansof a
screwdriver
as shown,tumthe adjustingring, onenotchat a timein
a clockwise
direction,until a veryfinn pressureis felt whenengaging
the clutchwiththe lever, as the clutchsnapsinto engaged
position.
Securelytighten adjustmentlockscrew.Assemble
inspectionplate,
beingsure that the gasketfits properlyandis not broken.

,_]_9

ENGAGING LEVER
(ReleasedPosition)

Fig.24A,
GOVERNOR
LEVERCHART
(W2-880)
:ILL HERE
PLATE

ADJUSTING PLUG

ADJUSTING LOCK

LEVELPLUG
NOTCHES ON
ADJUSTING RING

OIL DRAINPLUG
Fig.25

Fig. 27
19

CLUTCH

REDUCTION

WINTER STORAGE

UNIT

To protect the cylinders,
pistons,
rings and valves
and keep them from rusting and sticking,
a half and
half mixture of kerosene and good "gasoline engine"
oil (the same kind of oil as used in the crankcase of
the engine),
should be injected
into the pipe top
opening on the intake manifold while the engine is
warm and running at moderate speed. About a quarter
of a pint is necessary,
or enough so that a heavy
bluish smoke will appear at the exhaust. The ignition
switch should then be shut off and the engine stopped.
This fogging operation will leave a coating of oil on
the above mentioned parts, protecting
them from the
atmosphere.

ADJUSTMENT(Fig. 27)
Theclutch in the clutch reduction unit is the ~;ameas used in the
clutch take-off assembly. Clutch adjustment is made thru two
pipe tap openings; one for the adjustment Iockscrewandthe
other for turning the adjusting ring. If one of the taps is
inaccessible, adjustment can be madethru ju st one opening, by
rotating clutch slightly after adjustment lockscrewis loosened.
Removethe two adjusting plugs; one on the left hand side of
the housing, and the other on the opposite side near the top.
Disengage the clutch and turn engine over slowly with the
starting crank until the adjustment Iockscrewis visible thru
oneof the pipe tap openings. Loosen Iockscrewone full turn,
or enoughto relieve the tension of the lock against the notches
on the adjusting ring. Then, thru the other pipe tap opening,
turn the adjusting ring with a screw driver, one notch at a time
in a clockwise direction (viewing from take-off end), until
very firm pressure is required to engage the clutch with the
lever. Tighten adjustment lockscrew and mount pipe plugs,
when adjustment is completed.
REDUCTIONGEARS(Fig.

Drain crankcase oil while engine is warm.
Drain fuel lines, carburetor,
fuel pump and tank, to
prevent lead and gum sediment from. interfering
with
future operation. Gasoline fumes from gradual evaporation is a dangerous fire hazard.
The air cleaner and filter element should be thoroughly
cleaned. Tape or otherwise seal off the exhaust and
air cleaner openings for the duration of storage.

28)

Reduction gears are furnished with s;everal different
ratios, some with spur gears, others with chain drives.
All are of the same general design, except that some
are furnished with clutches, others without.
Use samegrade oil

The outside of the engine, including the cooling fins
on the cylinder and head, should be thoroughly cleaned
of all dirt and other deposits. All exposed unpainted
metal parts should be coated with grease or heavy oil.

as used in engine crankcase.

Several plugs are furnished so that lubrication may be
properly taken care of regardless of the position of installation.
There will always be one plug on top to be
used for filling oil, one plug below :for draining oil,
and a plug on the side, slightly above bottom, for the
oil level. The oil should always be filled when the
engine is at rest. When oil becomes dirty it should be
drained while the engine is hot, and :fresh oil added.
The frequency at which these oil changes should be
made depends entirely on the kind of s~ervice in which
these gears are used, but even with light service;

Before starting the engine, after the storage period,
remove crankcase drain plug so that any condensation
which may have collected
may be drained, before new
crankcase oil is added. It is highly recommended to
remove the crankcase oil base and scrub off allsediment which may have collected
there. When replacing
the engine base, a new gasket should be used.
Fill crankcasewith the correct grade of oil to the full
mark on the saber. Do not use any oil heavier than
SAENo. 30. Add oil to air cleaner if oil bath type is
used. {Refer to Lubrication and .4Jr Cleaner.)

Changeoil at least every 500 hours of operation.

It is advisable to use new spark plugs at the beginning of the operating interval,
especially if the engine has given considerable service.

Add sufficient
oil between changes to keep oil up to
he level plug opening.
OIL FILLER PLUG

Refuel engine and follow the starting instructions
shown on preceding pages of this manual.

as

It is suggestedthat equipmentbe stored inside a
building. If this is not possible, protect the engine from the weather by a proper covering.
TROUBLES
CAUSES AND REMEDIES
Three prime requisites
are essential
maintaining
satisfactory
operation
gines. They are:

to starting
of gasoline

and
en-

1. A proper fuel mixture in the cylinder.
2. Goodcompressionin the cylinder.

O~L LEVEL PLUGS
OIL DRAIN PLUG

3. Good spark, properly timed, to ignite
If all three of these conditions

Fig. 28

2O

the mixture.

do not exist,

the en-

Damaged cylinder head gasket or loose cylinder head.
This will likewise cause hissing noise on compression
stroke.

gine cannot be started.
There are other factors which
contribute
to hard starting;
such as too heavy a load
for the engine to turn over at low starting
speed, a
long exhaust pipe with high back pressure, etc. These
conditions may affect starting,
but do not necessarily
mean the engine is improperly adjusted.

Valve stuck open due to carbon or gum on valve stem.
Valves adjusted
with insufficient
clearance
valve stems. See ’Valve Tappet Adjustment’.

As a guide to locating any difficulties
which might
arise, the following causes are listed under the three
headings: Fuel Mixture, Compression, and Ignition.
In each case, the causes of trouble are given in the
order in which they are most apt to occur. In many
cases the remedy is apparent and therefore
no remedies are suggested.

Piston rings stuck due to carbon accumulation.
If
rings are stuck very tight, remove piston and connecting rod assembly and clean parts.
Scored cylinders. This will. require reboring and fitting
with oversize pistons and rings,
or replacement of
complete cylinder block.

STARTING DIFFICULTIES

IGNITION

FUEL MIXTURE
No fuel in tank or fuel shut-off

See "Magneto Ignition
Ignition’.
No spark
following:

valve closed.

Fuel pump diaphragm worn out or punctured.
Carburetor not choked sufficiently,
especially
gine is cold. See ’Starting Procedure’.
Water, dirt, or gum in gasoline
flow of fuel to carburetor.

interfering

Broken ignition

with free

Ignition

cables,

from magneto, spark plugs,

causing short circuits.

cables wet or oil soaked.

Spark plug insulators

Carburetor
flooded,
’Starting Procedure’.

Condensation

choking.

Spark’, or ’Distributor-Battery
may also be attributed
to the

Ignition cable disconnected
distributor or coil.

if en-

Poor grade or stale gasoline that will not vaporize
sufficiently
to form the proper fuel mixture.
due to excessive

under

broken. Plugs wet or dirty.

Spark plug point gap wrong. See ’Spark Plugs’.

See

on spark plug electrodes.

Magneto or Distributor

Dirt or gum holding float needle valve in carburetor
open. This condition is indicated if fuel continues to
drip from carburetor with engine standing idle. Often
tapping the float chamber of the carburetor very lightly
with the woodhandle of a tool will remedy this trouble.
Do not strike carburetor with any metal tool.

breaker points pitted

or fused.

Magneto or Distributor

breaker arm sticking.

Magneto or Distributor

condenser leaking or grounded,

Spark timing wrong. See ’Magneto Timing’
or ’Distributor-Battery Ignition’.

If due to flooding, too much fuel should have entered
the cylinder in attempting to start the engine, the
mixture will most likely be too rich to burn. In that
case, the spark plugs should be removed from the
cylinders
and the engine then turned over several
times with the starting
crank, so the rich mixture
will be blown out through the spark plug holes. The
choke should of course be left open during this procedure. The plugs should then be dried off, assembled,
and starting tried again.

ENGINE MISSES
Spark plug gap incorrect.

See "Spark Plugs’.

Worn and leaking

cables.

ignition

Weak spark. See ’Magneto Ignition
or ’Distributor-Battery Ignition’.
Loose connections

at ignition

Magneto or Distributor

To test for clogged fuel line, loosen fuel line nut" at
carburetor slightly.
If line is open, fuel should drip
out at loosened nut.

Spark’

cable.

breaker points pitted

or worn.

Water in gasoline.
Poor compression.

See ’Compression’.

Sticky valves.

COMPRESSION
Compression check wilh a commercial compression test gauge
can show whether or not an engine has faulty compression. TIP
does not consider it practical to publish a PSI compressionfigure
because of the variables involved: engine condilaon, methodof
testing, and RPMof lest. Our recommendationis that whatever
gauge test is performed, a 10%variance betweencylinders would
indicate leaking rings, leaking valves or any of the following:

ENGINE SURGES OR GALLOPS
Carburetor

flooded.

Governor spring hooked into wrong hole in lever.
’Governor’. Governor rod incorrectly
adjusted.
’Governor’.

Cylinder dry due to engine having been out of use for sometime.
See "Restoring Compression’.

ENGINE STOPS
Fuel tank empty.

Looseor brokenspark plug. In this case, a hissing noise will be
heard in cranking engine, due to escaping gas mixture on compression stroke.

Water, dirt
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or gum in gasoline.

See
See

Gasoline vaporizedin fuel lines, due to excessive heat around
engine (Vapor Lock). See ’Stopping Engine’.

DISASSEMBLY AND REASSEMBL¥
OF ENGINE

Vaporlock in fuel lines or carburetor due to using winter gas
(too volatile) in hot weather.

Engine repairs should be made only by an experienced
mechanic.Whendisassembling the engine it is advisable to
have several boxes available so that parts belonging to
certain groups can be kept together. Capscrewsof various
lengths are used in the engine, therefore great care must be
exercisedin reassemblyso that the correct screwsare used in
the proper places.

Air vent hole in fuel tank cap plugged. Enginescored or stuck
due to lack of oil.
Ignition troubles, See ’Ignition’.
ENGINE OVERHEATS

Tighten the capscrews and nuts of the manifold, cylinder
head, gear cover, engine base, connecting rods, cylinder
blgck, mainbearing plate and the spark plugs to the specified
torque readings indicated in paragraphsof reassemblyrelative to these parts.

Crankcase oil supply low. Replenish immediately.
Ignition spark timed wrong. See "MagnetoTiming’, or ’Distributor-Battery Ignition’.

With the disassembling operations, instructions
on
reassemblingare also given, as often, it will not be necessary
to disassemblethe entire engine. If it is desired to disassemblethe entire engine, the reassemblyinstructions can be
looked up later under the headings of the various parts.

Lowgrade of gasoline.
Engine overloaded.
Restricted cooling air circulation.

While the engine is partly or fully dismantled, all parts
should be thoroughly cleaned. Use all new gaskets in
reassemblyand lubricate all bearing surfaces.

Part of air shroud removedfrom engine.
Dirt betweencooling fins on cylinder head.

TESTING REBUILT ENGINE

Engine operated in confined space where cooling air is
continually recirculated.

An engine that has been completely overhauled, such as
having the cylinders rebored and fitted with new pistons,
rings and valves, should go through a thorough "run-in"
period before any amountof load is applied to the engine.

Carbonin engine.
Dirty or incorrect grade of crankcase oil

The engine should be started and allowed to run for about
one-half hour, at about 1200 to 1400 R.P.M. without load.
The R.P.M. should then be increased to engine operating
speed, still without load, for an additional three and one-half
to four hours.

Restricted exhaust.
Engineoperated while detonating due to low octane gasoline
or heavyload at low speed.
ENGINE KNOCKS

The proper "running-in" of the engine will help to establish
polished bearing surfaces and proper clearances betweenthe
friction areas of the newlyreplaced parts.

Poor grade of gasoline or of low octane rating.
Engine operating under heavy load at low speed.

DRAIN OIL BEFOREDISASSEMBLY

Carbonor lead deposits in cylinder head.
ACCESSORIES
Spark advancedtoo far. See ’MagnetoTiming’, or "Battery
Ignition Distributor’.

Remove
clutch or reductionunit if engine is equipped with
either of these accessories.

Loose or burnt out connecting rod bearing.

Take off the air cleanerandmagneto.If electric starting
rnotor~ generatorand distributor were furnished, these
shouldalso be removed
at this time.

Engine overheated. See previous heading.
Wornor loose piston pin.
ENGINE BACKFIRES THROUGHCARB URETOR

Removethe muffler and disconnect the governor control,
chokecontrol, ignition switch and fuel lines.

Wateror dirt in gasoline. Poorgrade of ga~;oline.

SHEET METAL HOUSE

Engine cold.
Sticky inlet valves.

Onpowerunits (engines whichare enclosed in a sheet metal
house), the top or canopycan be removedby taking out the
screwsholding it to the end panels.

Overheated valves.

FRONTPANEL(Fig. 29)

Spark plugs too hot. See ’Spark Plugs’.

Remove
the air cleaner and bracket, the flywheel screen and
the four screws whichsupport the panel to side rails. The
front house panel can then be removedas shown.

Hot carbon particles in engine.
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FLYWHEELNUT

Fig. 31

Fig. 29

FLYWHEEL NUT
UNSCREWFLYWHEEL
NUT 2or 3 THREADS
Fig. 32
FLYWHEEL(Fig.

31, Fig. 32)

Loosen the flywheel nut with a 1-3/8" open end or
box wrench as shown in Fig. 31. Do not remove the
flywheel nut, but unscrew it about two or three turns.
The flywheel is mounted to a taper on the crankshaft.
Take a firm hold on the flywheel fins, pull outward
and at the same time strike the end of the flywheel
nut with a babbitt hammer. See Fig. 32. The flywheel
will slide off the taper of the crankshaft and can be
removed after the flywheel nut is removed. Striking
the end of the flywheel nut instead of directly on the
crankshaft will prevent serious damage to the threads
at the end of the shaft. Also, do not use a hard hammer as it may ruin the crankshaft and bearings.
In reassemble be sum the crankshaft Japer and flywheel bore arc
clean and free fromoil. Alsobe sure the Woodruffkey
is in position
on the shaft andthat the keywayin the flywheelis lined up accurately
with the key. After mounting;seat flywheel on crankshaft taper by
slipping a piece of pipe overthe endof the crankshaftandagainst the
hub of the flywheel,and striking the endof the pipe a sharp blowwith
a hammer.Install lockwasher,applyLoctite271 tocrankshaft threads,
install flywheelnut and torque 95 to 110 foot pounds.

Fig. 30
REAR PANEL AND FUEL TANK (Fig.

30)

The fuel tank assembly is removed by taking out the
six screws which hold it to the rear panel. The rear
house panel can then be removed by taking out the
screw holding it to the cylinder block, engine base
and side rails.

FLYWHEELSHROUD(Fig.

33)

The three capscrews which mount the flywheel
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shroud

Fig. 34
In reassembly; all carbon and lead deposits should be
removed. It is recommended that a new cylinder head
gasket be used as the old gasket will be compressed
and hard. Apply a mixture of graphite and oil on the
cylinder
head screws to prevent them from rusting
tight against the cylinder block. Tighten cylinder
head screws 22 to 24 foot pounds torque. After complete assembly and engine is run in, retorque.

Fig. 33
to the gear cover and the six screws to the cylinder
shrouding must be removed to disassemble
flywheel
shroud from engine.

GEAR COVER(Fig.

SIDE MOUNT FUEL TANK

Disconnect the governor linkage and oil line. Remove
governor assembly and take out gear cover mounting
screws. Dowel pins remain in crankcase.

If it is necessary the side mount fuel tank and bracket be disassembled, loosen the tank strap screws and
remove the tank. This will make the four screws for
mounting the tank bracket to the crankcase and engine base accessible.
Otherwise, just remove the two
screws holding the bracket to the crankcase and remove the tank and bracket assembly along with the
engine base when it is removed.
CARBURETORAND MANIFOLD (Fig.

35)

Screw a 5/16"-18 thread capscrew, having a 1o3/4"
minimum length of thread, into one of the flywheel
shroud mounting holes, see Fig. 35. Then, by lightly
tapping the gear cover through the magneto mounting
hole, the gear cover will come off without damage to
the dowel pins.
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In reassembly; tighten
foot poundstorque.

Remove the cotter pin from the governor control rod
and pull the rod from the control lever. Take out the
two capscrews which hold the air cleaner connection
bracket to the gear cover and remove the two nuts and
square washers from the manifold studs. The complete carburetor,
manifold and air cleaner connection
bracket can be removed as a complete unit.

gear cover capscrews, 16 to 18

J T~T PLUNGER AND SPRING

In reassembly; tighten the nuts for mounting the manifold to 26 foot pounds torque. Tightening beyond
specification
may cause the square washers to crack.
CYLINDER

HEAD

Remove the cylinder head cover, heat deflector
and
side shroud. If it is necessary to regrind valves’ or to
service the pistons, rings or connecting rods, the cylinder head will have to be removed. All the cylinder
head screws are plainly in view and can be easily removed. Screws of different lengths are used but these
can be properly reassembled according to the various
lengths of cylinder head bosses.

5/16" --

CAPSCREW
DOWELPINS
Fig. 35
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GEAR
CAMSHAFT
GEAR

Fig. 38
screws from the bottom that hold the base to the case.
Remove base as shown. In reassembly;
tighten capscrews, 22 to 24 foot pounds torque.
NOTE:In engine models TH and THD,the oil pump is located
towardthe gear train end of the crankcase, as illustrated in Fig.
37, and is mounted in place with 3 capscrews. ModelTJD, W2880 pumpis mountednear ~he center of the case below the oil
header tube, and is held in place with 2 capscrews.

Fig. 36
GEAR TRAIN - CAMSHAFTGEAR (Fig.

36)

With the removal of gear cover and oil sling, the gear
train
will be exposed as shown. Remove camshaft
thrust plunger and spring to prevent their being lost.

Dismantle the oil pump by taking out capscrews which
hold it to the crankcase. All parts of the pump should
be thoroughly washed in solvent to remove all traces
of thickened
oil and sludge. The oil pump plunger
should be fitted to the bore with a clearance of .003
to .005 inch. If the clearance is greater than .007
inch, the plunger and oil pump body should be replaced. Inspect the check ball seat in the bottom of
the pump cylinder.
This seat must be clean and must
not be worn or pitted.

Reference can be made to Fig. 36 when assembling
crankshaft and camshaft, as accurate location of the
timing marks is essential for proper engine operation.
The camshaft gear has offset mounting holes to provide accurate assembly for valve timing. The gear can
only be put on the correct way for matching up the
timingmark with that of the crankshaft. After removing
screws, pry gear off with a screw driver. Spacer plate
can be taken off if necessary.
ENGINE BASE AND OIL PUMP(Fig.

37, Fig.

In reassembly; drop check ball into cylinder and tap
into seat, lightly
with a punch and hammer. The retainer can then be put in place and the spring and
plunger inserted into the cylinder bore.
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Before assembling oil pump to crankcase,
fill base
partially
with engine oil and work pump plunger up
and down, see Fig. 38, to test operation of pump.

Be sure oil is drained from engine base. Take out 8
capscrews which mount engine base to crankcase,
then turn engine on its side and take out the two cap

When mounting pump, be sure plunger rod and cap are in
position. Plunger cap for TJD, W2-880en~ne is 9/16" long, for
TH, THD-- 7/16" long.

OIL PUMP

CONNECTINGROD and PISTON (Fig’s.

39 and 40)

By means of a 1/2" socket wrench, loosen and remove
hex nuts from connecting rod bolts. Then, by tapping
the ends of the bolts lightly,
the connecting rod cap
will break free from the bolts.
Scrape off all carbon deposits that might interfere with
removal of pistons from upper end of cylinder.
Turn
crankshaft until piston is at top, then push connecting
rod and piston assembly upward and but thru top of
cylinder. Be careful not to mar the crank pin by allowing the rod bolts to strike or scrape across it.

ENGINE BASE

The connecting
rods have removable shell bearings
and care should be taken in reassembly to mount them
correctly.
As illustrated
in Fig. 39, assemble cap to
rod so that locating lug of both bearing halves are on
the same side.

Fig. 37
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LOCATING LUGS

TH and THDengines were also built with split-skirt
pistons,
which have since been replaced
by camground pistons.
When reassembling
the split-skirt
piston, the split should be toward the manifold side
of the engine. The thrust faces on the skirt of the camground piston are 90 o from the axis of the piston pin
hole. Clearance
between piston
and cylinder
is
measured in the center of the thrust face at the bottom
of piston skirt. Refer to chart, Fig. 40, for clearance
of both split skirt and cam ground pistons.

STAMPED

~~BERS
~ SHELL

In reassembly; be sure piston and connecting rod assemblies are put back into the same bore from which
they were removed. Use a suitable
ring compressor
and stagger the piston ring gaps 90° apart around the
piston. Oil the pistons, rings, wrist pins, rod bearings
and cylinder walls before assembly.

BEARING
Fig. 39
PISTON TO CYLINDER
AT PISTON SKIRT

(THRUSTFACE)

CAM-GROUNIZ)
PISTON
Models
TJD.
W2.880
.0025to .003"

CA UTION: Identical
numbers are stamped on the side
of the rod and it’s matching cap. These numbers must
be on the same side in’assembly,
see Fig. 39. Location of the oil hole at bottom of connecting rod cap
(a recent addition),
is of no significance
to these
models. Install new nuts on connecting rod bolts and
torque 22 to 28 foot pounds.

ModelsTH, THD
.0032 to .0037"

SPLIT-SKIRTPISTON,ModelsTH, THD

.004 to .0045"

PISTONPIN TO
CONNECTING
RODBUSHING

.0005to .0011"
.0000 to .0008"

PISTONPIN TO PISTON

tight

PISTONRINGS (Fig’s. 41 and 42)
In engine Model 7]D beginning
with serial
No.
5219324, a three ring piston (chrome faced compression ring, tapered scraper ring and oil ring), with improved oil control characteristics,
replaces the four
ring pistons. Model THDwill continue using four ring
pistons.

.010 to .020"

PISTONRING GAP

Models
TH,THD ModelsTJD,W2,880
2nd COMP,

.002to .004"
°
.001to .003

CLEARANCE

SCRAPER

.001 to .003" .002 to.004"

IN

OIL RING

.002 to .004" .0015to .0035"

PISTON RING

TOP COMP.

SIDE

GROOVES

.002 to .004"

Connecting Rod to
Crank Pin - Side Clearance

.014 to
.023"

.009 to
.014"

Connecting Rod Shell Bearing
to Crank Pin Dia. (Vertical)

.0012 to
.0034"

.0008 to
.0029"

Connecting Rod Babbitt
Bearing to Crank Pin

D - Crankshaft
Pin Diameter
W - Crankshaft
Pin Width

.0007 to
.0020"

1.751 to
1.750"
1.135 to
1.130"

If a ring expander tool is not available, install rings
by placing the open end of the ring on piston first, as

-

1.8764to
1.8756"
1.135 to
1.130"

PLACE OPEN END OF
RING ON PISTON
FIRST AS SHOWN
Fig. 41

CHROMEFACED
COMPRESSION
RING
PLAIN COMPRESSION
RING- If. Applicable

Fig. 40, PISTON, RING AND ROD CLEARANCE
CHART

SCRAPERRING
OIL RING

NOTE: Models TH and THD were originally
furnished
with babbitt cast connecting
rod bearings.
Shell
hearing rods, now being used for current production
engines, are interchangeable for service replacement.

Fig. 42
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shown in Fig. 41. The word ’TOP’ on compression and
scraper rings indicates direction of ring placement on
piston. Spread ring only far enough to slip over piston and
into correct groove, being careful not to distort ring. Assemble bottom ring first and work upward, installing top
ring last. The outer diameter of the top compression ring is
chrome plated. Mount scraper ring with scraper edge
down, otherwise oil pumping and excessive oil consumption will result. Refer to Fig. 42 for correct placement of
rings. Model TJD & W2-880 engines have a tapered face
scraper ring on the new 3 ring pistons.
CYLINDER BLOCK (Fig.

VALVES and SEAT INSERTS (Fig.

Replace valves that are burned or pitted.
A leaky
valve can usually be determined by a ’hissing’
noise
in the exhaust or intake manifold when cranking the
engine slowly by hand.
Remove valve tappet inspection
plate and compress
valve springs with a standard automotive type valve
lifter as illustrated.
Insert a rag in the opening at the
bottom of the valve chamber so the retaining locks do
not fall into the engine crankcase. Remove retaining
locks, seats, springs, valves and clean these, as well
as the ports and guides, of all carbon and gum deposits.
Tag each valve so that in reassembly they
will be mounted in the same guide they were removed
from.

43)

Clean all dirt and foreign deposits from between fins.
If cylinders
are scored or worn more than .005 inch
oversize,
the block should be removed as shown, rebored and fitted with oversize pistons and rings, at an
authorized service center.
In reassembly; tighten the six cylinder
ing nuts, 32 to 34 foot pounds torque.

44)

The exhaust valve face and exhaust seat inserts are
of stellite
material. A positive type valve rotator is
furnished as standard equipment on the exhaust valves
only. Clean and inspect operation of rotator.

block mount-

The inlet and exhaust seat inserts can be removed,
when replacement
becomes necessary,
by means of
Wisconsin Motor DF-66-A insert puller.
Valve grinding should be done by an authorized service dealer,
since he has the necessary equipment
and experience to do a reputable job.
Before grinding valves, inspect valve guides for possible replacement.
Refer to Valve Guide paragraph.
The valve face is ground at 45° to the vertical center
line of the valve stem and the valve seatinsert
should
also be ground at a 45° angle. After grinding,
lap
valves in place until a uniform ring will show entirely
around the face of the valve. Clean valves, and wash
block thoroughly
with a hot solution
of soap and
water. Wipe cylinder wails with clean lint free rags
and light engine oil, especially
if cylinders
were
rebored and honed.
Valve guides in the cylinder block are replaceable.
The valve stem has a clearance of.003 to .005" in the
guide. When the clearance becomes .007", the guide
should be driven out and a new guide pressed in’place.
Use Wisconsin Motor DF-72 driver.

Fig. 43
VALVE LIFTER
SEAT INSERT

CRANKSHAFTand MAIN BEARING PLATE (Fig.

45)

To remove the crankshaft, first remove oil slinger from
the flywheel end of shaft, and then take out the four
capscrews holding main bearing plate in place at the
take-off end. The main bearing plate can then be pried
off and the crankshaft
removed from that end of the
crankcase as shown.
In reassembly; use same quantity
and thickness
of
new bearing plate gaskets and shims as were removed,
since these are necessary to give the proper end play
for the tapered roller crankshaft bearings. End play
should be .001 to .005 inch when engine is cold. There
is practically
no wear in these tapered roller bearings
so that readjustment is seldom necessary.

tE

CAUTION: When assembling

Fig. 44
27

crankshaft,

the

timing

Fig. 4S

CAMSHAFT

Fig. 47
crankcase
before camshaft is assembled.
Be sure
thrust plunger and spring are in place at end of camshaft, after gear is mounted and just before mounting
gear cover.
OIL SPRAY NOZZLE
The oil spray nozzle is installed so that both metered
holes can be seen when looking directly into the bottom of the crankcase. When positioned correctly,
the
fiats on the hex body of the nozzle will be parallel
with the top and bottom machined surfaces
of the
crankcase. The end of the spray nozzle should extend
about 1½ inches from the boss it is screwed into, or
so that the restricted
discharge holes line up with the
crankshaft
centerline
when it is installed.
See oil
spray nozzle, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

~_--I:~II~L VALVE
TAPPETS
IN OUTWARDDIRECTION
Fig. 46
marks on the crankshaft
gear and camshaft gear must
match up, as shown in Fig..76, otherwise engine will
not operate properly or if timing is off considerably,
engine will not run at all.
Main bearing plate does not require a particular mounting position. Cast arrow on outside face (indicating
crankshaft rotation),
is usually located at the top.
Tighten main bearing plate capscrews, 20 to 22 foot
poundstorque.

CAMSHAFTand VALVE TAPPETS (Fig.

VALVE TAPPET ADJUSTMENT (Fig.

If engine was completely dismantled, the tappets can
be adjusted after cylinder block assembly is mounted
and before mounting the cylinder head and manifolding.
With tappets in their lowest position (valves completely closed) and engine cold, the clearance
between
valve stem and tappet adjusting screw should be:

46)

Intake - .008"
Exhaust- .016"

To prevent tappets
from falling
out and becoming
damaged when camshaft is removed, turn crankcase
over on its side as shown. Push tappets inward to
clear cam lobes and remove camshaft.

Adjust as shown by means of two 1/2 inch
wrenches.

Remove tappets; check face for scuffing and inspect
body for wear. Body diameter of .624/.623"
has a
clearance of .0005 to .0025" in guide hole.
In reassembly;

lubricate

tappets

’and insert

47)

tappet

After ¢ompletin 9 reassembly and engine is tuned up;
operate engine in accordance with =Testing Rebuilt
Engine’* procedure, outlined at the beginning of the
disassembly and reassembly section of this manual.

them in
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LP-62 series

FUEL PUMP

SERVICE INSTRUCTIONS
For single and two cylinder engine models

PART NO.
LP62A
LP62B
LP62D
LP62E
LP62F
LP62G

S. Hold fuel head (10),
with diaphragm
two valve gaskets
(4) into covities
removed. Press valve assemblies
(5)
distortion,
and stake in place.

ENGINE USED ON
THD, TJD
ACN, BKN, AENL
AGND
S-7D
S-10D,S-12D,S-14D
S-8D, TRA-10D,TRA-12D

6. Set fuel head assembly
lower diaphragm section.
7. Insert
rocker

as/de

surface
up, place
where valves were
in evenly without

and proceed

the end of a small screw driver into
arm spring (11), remove and save.

to rebuild
the coils

of

8. Hold mounLing bracket
(9) in the left
hand, with the
rocker an~ toward your body and the thumb nail on the
end of link (8).
With the heel of right
hand on diaphragm (2), compress the diaphragm spring (3), and
the san~ time turn in a clockwise
direction
90 °. This
will unhook the diaphragm
from link (8) so it can
removed.

The fuel pump, like all other parts of the engine,
is subject to w~ar and you will find t~at any time after 500 hours
of use, its efficiency
will gradually
decrease.
This is
dictated
by the engines
faltering
at high speeds or when
heavy loads are suddenly
applied.
The pump can easily
be
restored
to its normal efficiency
by the installation
of a
Wisconsin LQ-5| Diaphragm Kit.

9. Clean *.he mounting bracket
fuel and s fine wire brush.

1. Discormect fuel lines from pump and remove fuel strainer if mounted to pump. Remove fuel pump from engine
housing by taking
out the two mounting screws.

(9) with

kerosene

or diesel

10. Pisce
the new diaphragm
operating
spring
(3) into
bracket
(9). Repeat in reverse
order paragraph
eight,
using
the new diaphragm.
Replace
rocker
arm spr/ng
(11) removed in paragraph
seven.

2. File a groove across
a point at the union of castings
(9 and 10). This is a positive
location
of the fuel
INLET and OUTLET positions
when reassembling.
Remove four head to bracket screws (12) and remove fuel
head (10).

11. Mount this assembly back on the engine in the position
from which it was removed,
using the new flange
gasket (13), which is the last piece of the repair kit.
12. Crank the engine
over to a position
where the diaphragm (2) is laying flat on the mounting bracket (9).
Place the fuel head (10) back in position so that the
indicoting marks of step one are in line, and start the
four head screws
approximately
three turns.
Again,
crank the m~gine over to a position where diaphragm(2)
is pulled down into mounting bracket (9) to its lowest
position.Securely tighten the four head screws (12).

3. Turn fuelhead(10) over, remove and discard both valve
assemblies,noting their positions.
4. Clean fuelhead thoroughly with kerosene or diesel fuel
and a fine wire brush.

13. Mount fuel strainer to fuel pump, if applicable, and
connect fuel lines.

10

NOTE: The LQ-$1 Diaphragm Kit a~d the pc~ts included there-in,
which a~e ldes~tfted
by an ~teri~ (*), am the ~,.|y pa~s
of the rue| pump a~a~lab|e Jot service.
Ref.
No.

~

1

2

No.
Req.

ROCKER ARM

* 2

DIAPHRAGM
ASSEMBLY
............................................

* 3

DIAPHRAGM
SPRING
..................................................

I

* 4

VALVE
GASKETS
........................................................

2

* 5

VALVE
andCAGE
ASSEMBLY
..................................

2

6

PIN~orrockerazm
........................................................

7

SPRING
CLIP.~or rockerann......................................

I

$

LINK~ordiaphrac~n
sp~nq..........................................

I

9

MOUNTING
BRACKET
................................................

10

FUEL
HEAD
..................................................................

11

SPRING
for ,’ocker~rm..................................................

I

12

SCREW
and WASHER
for heczdmottnt~Lnq....................

4

"13
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Description

GASKET
for mountlnq
fl~qe ......................................

FLYWHEEL
ALTERNATOR
withsolid
state
regulation
12 Volt - 10 amp and 25 amp Systems For
WISCONSIN Single,
Two and Four Cylinder Engine Models

DESCRIPTION of Change

REGULATOR
MODULE

Beginning with engine serial No. 518828.8, a new two
module flywheel alternator
system replaces the previously furnished three module system, that included
an isolation
diode module, and the two unit system
without the isolation diode.
The isolation diode module was incorporated
old system to eliminate battery discharge
during shut down, cranking and idling.

RECTIFIER
MODULE

into the
problems

INTERCHANGEABILITY
The Regulator module was not changed and is completely interchangeable
between the new and old systems. The Rectifier module and Stator a~sembly have
been modified to incorporate the advantages of an
isolation diode without adding a third module. These
new parts are not interchangeable
with fhe old unless
both rectifier
and stator are replaced siraultaneously.
The new system has a three prong plug connector between the rectifier
and stator - the old system has a
two prong connector.

CONNECTTO
CHARGE
SIDE
OF AMMETER

ROTOR
10 AMP-16GA. REDWIRE
25 AMP- 14 GA. GREENWIRE

unit can be distinguished
from the 10 amp unit by the
ammeter calibrations,
and by a 14 gage green wire in
place of a 16 gage red wire, from the ammeter to the
stator-regulator
connector.

DESCRIPTION and OPERATION
This flywheel alternator
is of the permanent magnet
type and has no brushes, commutator,belts or adjustments. A series of coils (stator)
is mounted to the
engine gear cover, and the magnetic flu~ is provided
by a permanent magnet in the flywheel which rotates
around these stationary
coils. Only four components
make up this light weight space saving ,,;ystem; a flywheel with magnetic rotor, stator, rectifier
module
and regulator module.

PRECAUTIONSto be exercised
flywheel alternator:

in the

use of this

1. Do Not reverse battery connections.
negative ground system only.

This is for a

2. Connect booster batteries
properly
positive and negative to negative.

- positive

to

3. Do blot polarize the alternator.
4. Do blot ground any wires from stator
which terminate at connectors.

The center-tap rectifier
arrangement prevents damage
to the alternator
system when arc welding, because
the winding acts as a choke and its inductance prevents the transient voltage from damaging the diodes.

5. Do Not operate
from system.

engine

6. Disconnect at least
charger is used.

Since the physical appearance of both 10 amp and 25
amp alternator
systems are very similar,
the 25 amp

3O

with battery

one battery

or modules
disconnected

lead if a battery

WIRING CIRCUIT

SERVICE PROCEDURE:

The goal-proof type connectors used prevent incorrect
wiring from the stator to the rectifier
and regulator
modules. To disconnect plugs, squeeze outer ends of
receptical and pull apart.

Prior to electrical
testing, a thorough visual inspection should be made to eliminate conditions that may
be interpreted
as a defected alternator.
Examine leads
for broken or loose connections,
and make sure modules are securely
mounted. The regulator
module
must be mounted to a metal surface for grounding purposes, while the rectifier
module, although insulated
from ground, should be securely mounted for heat dissipation.
The mounting surfaces
must be cIean and
free.of contaminants,
oil, grease, etc. When assured
that the problem is with the alternator,
follow the
tests outlined in ’Trouble Shooting’.

The rectifier
is insulated from ground, but the stator
and regulator
module are grounded to the engine thru
their mounting surface. The regulator module therefore
should not be removed and mounted at some remote
location.
This is a negative ground circuit.
Connect
ground strap from negative post of battery to starting
motor flange,
or good clean grounding surface
on
engine.
RECTIFIER ~

f---I

12 VOLT
BATTERY

~

REGULATOR

’

~
~

TROUBLE
SHOOTING

I

~

10 and 25 ampFlywheel Alternator

v

/I II START,
NG
SWITCH

~|~

~

_

I

SPARK
PLUG

....

Problem:

Battery

Test

With engine

1.0

at full
battery

IGNITION

Possible

Cause & Remedy

running

RPM, check
voltage
w/

DC Voltmeter.
1.1 If
IGNITION
TIMER

HI-TEMP SW~TCH
(OPTIORAL)

MOTOR ~

Overcharge

voltage

is

over

1.1 Regulator

15.0

tioning
place

1.2 If voltage
WIRING
DIAGRAM
For Single Cylinder
Models

is

under

not

functioning

properly.
tery

Re-

module.

1.2 Alternator

15

func-

properly.

Check

bat-

condition.

MODULE

12 VOLT
BATTERY

~

I

~
~

~

STATOR

I
I

[~
"
~--I~

I

START

=
L"

\1

AMMETER
~MM~ETER

J
J

Problem:

"Low/No

Te st

With engine

1.0

at full
battery

IGNITION
SWITCH

load

L.G.TS, ETC.,ATCHAR6E:

~60NNECTEOUIP~ENT
SOLENOIDS
HERE

~

If

volt-

on battery

DISTRIBUTOR
DRIVE

to

voltage

be-

low 14 volts.

1.1

~ .... ~_~ ......
’ START
, SWITCH
\ (OPTIONAL)

If the charge
increases
--

1.1 Alternator

rate

properly.
fully

1.2If

For

running

age is greater
than
14 volts,
place

SOLENOID
SWITCH

IGNITION
COIL

Cause & Remedy

RPM, check
voltage
w/

DC meter.

reduce
AUTOMATIG
CHOKE
(OPTIONAL)
SPARK PLUGS

Possible

Charge

the

does

STARTINGMOTOR

*

Place

charge

1.2 Proceed

rate

not increase--

as

many

12

volt

light
bulbs across
battery
as required
to reduce volt-

~
HI-TEMP SWITCH
(OPTIONAL)

age below 14 volts.
A carbonpile
resistor

WlRIN .G DIAGRAM
Two and Four Cylinder
Models

be used in place
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may

of bulbs.

functioning
Battery

was

charged.
with

Test

2.0.

For 10 amp unit
Possible

Problem: Low/No Charge

Test

METER PROBE
CONNECTIONS
"t"
-

and pro2.0 Conditions
cedurethe same as
Test1.0 exceptthe
regulator
moduleis
disconnected.

Black
Black
Black
Black
Black

Test

METER
VALUE

METER PROBE
CONNECTIONS
+
-

3.0 Test
conditions
and procedurethe
same as 1.0 except
with new rectifier
modulepluggedin.

Black
Black
Black
Black
Black

#I to
#I to
#2 to
#1 to
#2 to

Black #2
Eng. Gnd.
Eng. Grid.
Red
Red

~

3.1 Rectifier module at fault.
Permanently install
new
rectifier
module.

STATOR IDENTIFICATION:
10 amp -- 3/8" wide flange

3.2 If the charge rate
does not increase--

3.2 Continue with Test 4.0.

TO CHECK RECTIFIER

White
Black
White
Black
4.1 The stator
is faulty
and should be replaced.

continuity

NOTE: Wire numbers
are for convenience
connecto rs.

25 amp -- 5/8 ~ wide flange

MODULE, Part

No.

Y J-68

lead to Black #I
#I to White lead
lead to Black #2
#2 to White lead

No Continuity
Continuity
No Continuity
Continuity

Red
Eng. Gnd.
Red
Black
Black
Eng. Gnd.

as follows:

AC

~

CO Indicates
OpenCi~cuit.

METER
INDICATION

REG.

AC
Black #2

REG.
Red

to
to
to
to
to
to

S-12D, S-14D
AENL, TJD
AGND
VH4D
VG4D

indicated
for probe, connections
only and are not indicated
on the
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Eng. Gnd.
Red
Black
Red
Eng. Gnd.
Black

OUTPUTregulated

MODEL

No.

REPLACE
MODULE

No Continuity

Continuity

Continuity

No Continuity

MAXIMUM
ENGINE SPEED
3600
3200
2800
2400

10 amp
check

METER
INDICATION

by engine

RPM
RPM
RPM
RPM

If

Y J-60

module is used for both the
Use an Ohmmeter and static

METER PROBE
CONNECTIONS
"1"
--

A~,tP
AC
Black #I

0.40 ohm
0.20 ohm
0.20 ohm
3. 20 ohms
2.80 ohms

METER PROBE
CONNECTIONS
+
-

The same Regulator
and25 amp systems.
as follows:

STATOR

AC

REPLACE
STATOR

TO CHECK REGULATOR MODULE, Part

Further
testing
can be done on the corr~ponent
level
with the engine stopped,
and the stator
and module
connections
including
output lead uncoupled.

and check

STATOR

Note: Continuity
shall
be in one direction
only.
readings
are not as indicated,
replace module.

they are over 10%
apart --

Use an ohmmeter

CO Indicates
Open Circuit.

The same module is used for both the 10 amp and 25
amp systems.
It can be distinguished
from the regulator by the three
lead wires instead
of two and the
identification
decal.
Use an ohmmeter and static
check continuity
as follows:

4.0 With engine stopped, unplug all
connectors between
modules and stator.
Start engine and
run at 2400 RPM.
With AC voltmeter
check voltage between each of the
black stator leads
and ground.

TO CHECK

0 Indicates
Short
Circuit.

METER
VALUE

3.1If the chargerate
increases --

4.1 If one of the two
voltages is zero or

REPLACE
STATOR

2.0 ohms
1.0 ohm
1.0 ohm
~3.0 ohms
1.0 ohm

Black #2
Eng. Grid.
Eng. Gnd.
Red
Red

For 25 amp unit

2.2 If the charge rate
2.2Regulator is not at fault.
does not increase-Continue with Test 3.0.
Test

#1 to
#1 to
#2 to
#1 to
#2 to

2.1 Regulator was at fault.
Replace regulator module.

2.1If the chargerate
increases --

STATOR

Cause & Remedy

speed

10 AMP
SYSTEM

25 AMP
SYSTEM

10 amps
10 amps
9 amps

25 amps
23 amps
20 amps

8 amps

17 omps

L-63Series

CARBURETORfor

TJD

SERVICEINSTRUCTIONS
ZENITH MODEL68-7

WISCONSINL-63 SERIES

The Zenith 68-7 Series carburetor is of an up-draft single venturi
design with a I" S.A.E. barrel size and a 7[8" S.A.E. flange.
The carburetors
are made with selective
fuel inlet, and with or
without a main jet adjustment. These carburetors
are =balanced"
and "sealed",
and the semi-concentric
fuel bowl allows operation
to quite extreme angles without flooding or starving.

needlein this passage controls the suction on the idle jet and
thereby the idle mixture. Turning the needle in closer to its seat
results
in a greater suction with a smaller amount of air and
therefore a richer mixture. Turning the needle out away from its
seat increases the amount of air and reduces the suction, and a
leaner mixture is delivered.
The fuel is atomized and mixed with
the air in the passage leading to the discharge holes and enters
the air stream at this point.

BOWL VENT
FUEL

WELL VENT
VENTURI

FUEL VALVE,
SEAT
FUEL VALVE
NEEDLE

MAIN JET

Fig. I
Fig. 3

Fuel supply system, Fig. 1, is madeup of a threaded fuel inlet,
(uel valve seat, fuel valve needle, float and fuel bowl. Fuel travels through the fuel valve seat and passes around the fuel val~e
and into the fuel bowl. The level of the fuel in the fuel chamber
is regulated by the float through its control of the fuel valve.
The fuel valve does not open and close alternately
but assumes
an opening, regulated by the float, sufficient to maintain a proper
level in the .fuel chamber equal to the demandof the engine according to its speed and load.

High speed system, Fig. 3, controls the fuel mixture at part throttle speeds and at wide open throttle.
This system consists of a
venturi, controlling
the maximumvolume of air admitted into th
engine; the main iet, which regulates the flow of fuel from t},
float chamber to the main discharge jet; the well vent, which
maintains uniform mixture ratio under changing suction and engine speeds; and a main discharge jet, which delivers the fuel
into the air stream.

The inside bowl vent as illustrated,
by the passage originating in
the air intake and continuing through to the fuel bowl, is a method
of venting the fuel bowl to maintain proper air fuel mixtures even
though the air cleaner may become restricted.
This balancing is
".
frequently referred to as an "inside bowl vent

The main jet controls the fuel delivery during part throttle range
from about one-quarter
to full throttle
opening. To maintain a
proper mixture, a small amount of air is admitted through the well
vent into the discharge jet through air bleed holes in the discharge jet at a point below the level of fuel in the metering well.
The passage of fuel through the high speed system is not a complicated
process. The fuel flows from the fuel chamber thrbugh
the main jet and into the main discharge jet where it is mixed
with air admitted by the well vent, and the air-fuel
mixture is
then discharged into the air stream of the carburetor.

IDLE DISCHARGE HOLES
IDLE
NEEDLE

E PLATE
(Idle Position)
IDLE AIR

CHOKE
(OpenPosition)

IDLE JET
IDLE FUEL
PICK-UP
PASSAGE

Fig. 2
Idle system, Fig. 2, consists of two idle discharge holes, idle
air passage, idle adjusting
needle, idle jet, and fuel pick-up
passage. The fuel for idle is supplied through the main jet to a
well directly
below the main discharge jet. The pick-up passage
is connected to this well by a restricted
drilling at the bottom of
this passage. The fuel travels through this channel to the idle
jet calibration.
The air for the idle mixture originates back of (or
from behind) the main venturi. The position of the idle adjusting

Fig. 4
Choke system, Fig. 4, donsists
of a valve mounted on a shaft
located in the ai~ entrance and operated externally
by a lever
mounted on the shaft. The choke valve is used to restrict
the air
entering the carburetor.
This increases the suction on the jets
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when starting
the engine.
The choke valve is of a =semi-automatic" type, having, a poppet valve incorporated
in its design,
which
is controlled
by a spring.
The poppet valve opens automatically
when the engine starts
and admits air to avoid over-choking
or
flooding of the engine.
The mixture required
for starting
is considerably
richer
than that
needed to develop
power at normal
temperatures.
As the engine fires
and speed and suction
are increased,
the mixture ratio
must be rapidly
reduced.
This change
is accomplished
through
adjustment
of the choke valve and the
automatic
opening of the poppet valve to admit more air when the
engine fires.

MOVE GASKET AWAY FROM
CASTING SURFACE.
HOLD FLOAT SO THAT LEVER
CONTACTS HEAD OF PiN
WITHOUT PRESSURE.

1-5/32"
FLOAT SETTING,
Fig.
S
If float
position
is not to the dimension
pliers
and bend lever close to float body,
setting.

+ 1/32"
GASKET

shown, use a long nose
to obtain
correct
float

FUEL LEVEL
The liquid
revel
in float
chamber is 17/32 to 19/32 inch betow
top of float
bowl. This level
was established
with a #3S fuel
valve seat at 1~/2 p.s.i,
and a sight tube app:roximately
I/4 to
9[32 inch i.d.
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WISCONSIN

WALBROCARBURETORModel

LUB

L 108etc
L 111 etc

SERVICE INSTRUCTIONS
For WISCONSIN
EngineModelTJD
OPERATION,
Fig. 1

11 12 10 THROTTLE VALVE
\ \ / OPEN-Start
and running

Fuel is gravity fed or pumped through the gas line from the
tank to Inlet fitting (1), through inlet needle Valve seat (2) and
into the fuel bowl. As the level in fuel bowl increases,
the
Float (3) rises, shutting off the fuel supply by forcing needle
valve into Valve seat (2). As fuel is being consumed, the float
drops and allows additional
fuel to enter the bowl through the
valve seat. Internal Air vent (7) provides clean air to balance
atmospheric pressure in fuel bowl.

2

15 14

~l

CLOSED-When

idling

WHENSTARTING; the Choke valve (5) is closed
and the
Throttle valve (10) is wide open causing an abnormally high
suction. This high vacuum demand draws fuel and air from both
idle and main systems for ease in cold starts.
Fuel from the bowl enters the Main metering iet (4), then
through Main nozzle (9) where it combines with air from Nozzle
well air-vent (6). This mixture passes thru Venturi (8)
blends with fuel/ai~ mixture from Air vent (]5) and Idle holes
(11) and (12) to provide a highly volatile rich mixture for starting.
AT IDLE SPEEDS; the Throttle valve (10)remains closed, exposing only the Idle hole (11) from which a fuel/air
mixture
drawn. Air volume is closed off up to the idle hole by the
throttle
valve as the Choke valve (5) is now open. The Idle
adjusting needle (14) regulates
the amount of fuel/air
mixture
to the Idle hole(lit,
from Idle air vent(15) and Idle fuel channel
(16), to meet various engine operating conditions.

CLOSED- Starting
OPEN- Idle, running

~

Fig. 1

AT HIGH SPEED, or full throttle
operation;
gradual acceleration is obtained when the Thrott[e va[ve (10) is partially
opened allowing additional fuel/air
mixture from the Idle hair (11)
a~d Part throttle hole (12) to enter" the engine combustion
chamber, causing the engine to run faster. As the throttle valve
opening is increased and the engine demands a greater fuel/air
volume, the Nozzle (9) begins to satisfy
this requirement beyond the idle hole and part throttle hole capacities.

ENGINE SMOKES AND RUNS RICH
Dirty air filter: Clean per instructions.
Improper adjustment: Set Idle Needle 1 ~I/8 turns
seat. Refer to Adjustment Instruction,
page 2.

After the acceleration
assist
from the idle system; at full
throttle
the complete idle circuit is reversed, as air only, in
place of the fuel/air
mixture, is drawn through the Idle holes
(11), (12), and Channel (16), to Nozzle (9), where it is blended
with fuel drawn from float chamber thru Jet (4).

Bowl to body gasket leaks:

Tighten securely,

open from

or replace.

Air vent in carburetor plugged: Remove fuelbowl and idle needle.
Clean air and idle channels thoroughly with compressed air.

ENGINE RUNS LEAN
Improper adiustment: Set Idle Needle 1-I-1/8 turns
seat. Refer to Adjustment Instructions,
page 2.

CARBURETOR
TROUBLES
CAUSESANDREMEDIES

Idle holes plugged. Dirt in fuel delivery channels: Remove fuel
bowl and idle needle. Clean thoroughly with compressed air.
Lowfuel level:

Dirt is the major cause of field service carburetor
problems.
An adequate Fuel Filter
must be used between the tank and
carburetor, and should be serviced frequently.
Service Air Filter
daily -- Keep carburetor and linkage free of dirt.
FUEL LEAKS

open from

Fuel filter

See Fig. 2 and Float SettingInstructions,

page 2.

plugged: Remove and clean.

ENGINE STARTS HARD

FROM CARBURETOR

Improper adjustment: Set Idle Needle 1-+ 1/8 turns
seat. Refer to Adjustment Instructions,
page 2.

Float level set too high: Removebowl, invert carburetor and
set float. See Fig. 2 and Float Setting Instructions, page 2.

No fuel in carburetor:
filter
and carburetor.
test fuel pump.

Dirt under inlet needle valve: Removeinlet valve, clean seat
by rinsing in mild solvent or clean fuel, and blow off with compressed air.

open from

Check carburetor drain ping. Clean tank,
Check fuel lines for obstructions,
and

Choke valve not closing: Check linkage for proper travel.
Bowl vent plugged:
pressed air.

Remove bowl and blow clean

Collapsed float e caused by blowing assembled
compressed air: Replace float.

with

carburetor

COma
GOVERNOR SURGE

with

Governorsticking: Check linkage

for binding.

Throttle shaft and valve binding: Removeand replace shaft if
worn. Clean carburetor body and reassemble throttle shaft.

Carburetor gummed
from storage - float stuck: Remove fuel bowl
and clean.
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DISASSEMBLY

ADJUSTMENTS,Fig.

Before disassembling:Clean outside of carburetorfrom all
material
When cleaninga completelyassembledcarburetor
do not blow with compressedair, you may collapsethe float.
For a completedisassembly,
followthe sequenceof part reference numbers in the carburetorexplodedview, Fig. 3. Nozzle
Ref.9, Fig.1 is not removable.
IMPORTANT:Before removingThrottle and Choke levers, note
theirpositionand location..Optional
mountingis availableand
may differfromexplodedviewi11ustration.

1

Turn Idle speed screw (S), Fig. 3~in until throttle
valve
slightly open. With engine warmed up and running, turn adjusting screw in or out as required to obtain desired low idle speed
(I000 to 1200 r.p.m.).
The Idle adjusting needle (14) shouldbe seatedlightly(clockwise),thenbackedout ] + I/8 turnsas a preliminary
setting.
With enginewarmedup and runningat about 1200 R.P.M.,fine
tune idlemixturefor smoothsteadyrunning.
The Main MeteringJet (4), for high speed operationis fixed
(not adjustable),as standardequipment,and used in the majorityof engineapplications.
However,an Adjustable
Jet carburetor is available,and the High Speed Adjustmentis made by
means of the Needle Assembly, Item 22A of Fig. 3, in the
followingmanner:

CLEANING
Wash all parts in a mild solvent or fuel. Blow air through orifices (holes) and channels in throttle
body and J:’uel bowl Do
not probe with any sharp tools which might .damage small
metering holes.

1. As a preliminary
setting,turnneedleout from its seatabout
1 to 11,~ turns open.
2. With engine warmed up and running
throttle open suddenly.

at idle

speed,

crack

3. If engine hesitates
before speeding up, open Main Jet
Needle 1/8 to 1/4 turn. Repeat until engine goes from idle
to high speed without hesitation.

REASSEMBLY
Replace all worn or damaged parts -- use all new gaskets.
Note; Body Gasket (18) is put on before float is assembled,
and round opening in gasket fits into groove of Venturi (11).

4

5

\\

Be sure that Notch in Venturi is facing toward float needle
valve - this is clearance
for Main nozzle in throtdebody.

6
\
\

X

\C>
~
~

~’~]9
r~
/

/Optional
/ Jever (e)
/on
this
/ Carburetor

Throttle
located
side
Re{. 4, S
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~.,~

Assemble Throttle
Valve (8) and Choke Valve (25) with
numbersfacing to the outside, when valvesare in the closed
position.

PORTANT:Be careful in tightening brass screw,.;
so as not to strip threads and screw driver slots.
Tighten firmly

and fittings,

.

but not excessively.

Valve Seat (16) -- 40 to 50 inch pounds torque
Main Jet (22) - 50 to 60 inch pounds torque
FLOAT SETTING, Fig.

2

With fuel bowl removed and float assembly in place, turn throttle
body upside down so that float assembly is on top,. Check float
height with a depth gauge. Setting should be 1.010 inch -+ .020
above bowl gasket. If necessary, bend float arm (at float),
obtain correct height.

SPRING

BUOYAN
E/
SPRING
~~]~

.....

20

(bend

location)

@¢

~THROTTLE

21

22

~

36

35

34

3~

BODY
Fig. 3 EXPLODED VIEW
Instructions and Service Parts Illustration

Fig. 2 FLOAT SETTING
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I_ 116 Series

Mode~ W2-880

CARBURETOR
OPERATION, REPAIR and SERVICE INSTRUCTIONS
WISCONSIN No. l 116
WALBRO No. I.MH-33 For Engine Model
Throttle Return
Spring
OPERATION, Fig.

Throttle

Stop Screw

1
15

Fuel from supply tank flows to float valve seat (1), through fuelvalve
(2) and into fuel bowl (3). As the level in fuel bowl increases, the float
(4) rises, shutting off fuel supplyby forcing fuel valve (2) into seat.
fuel is being used, the float lowers and allows additional fuel to enter
bowl through the fuel valve.

14

9

°W’ on outside face
Throttle Valve,
opposite idle side
7

13

8
Fuel from the bowl enters the mainfuel jet (5), then through and up
the mainnozzle (7). At full throttle, fuel passesthrough main nozzle
(7) whereit is mixedwith air from nozzle air bleed(8) and enters into
venturl (9). At low idle speeds,fuel flows throughthe idle jet (10),
the Idle channel (11), around Idle adjustment (12) and into
emulsionchamber
(13), whereit is mixedwith air entering the Idle air
vent (14). This air-fuel mixture then enters the throttle bore of carburetor through the outer Idle hole (15). As the throttle is gradually
opened,the inner hole starts to feed the throttle bore, and assists the
mainnozzle (7) in taking over the full throttle range.

12\

1
2
10

11

4

3

Whenstarting, the chokevalve is closed and the throttle valve (16)
opened causing an abnormally high suction on both idle and main
systems, thus providing a rich mixture for starting.

Bowl
Drain

5
Main Fuel Jet

CARBURETOR

TROUBLES

--

CAUSES

AND REMEDIES

Fig, 1

Dirt is the major cause of field service carburetor problems. An
adequate Fuel Filter must be used betweenthe tank and carburetor,
and should be serviced frequently. Service Air Filter daily -- Keep
carburetor and linkage free of dirt.

ENGINE STARTS HARD
Improper adjustment: Set Idle Needle 1 turn open from seat. Refer
to Adjustment Instructions, page38.

FUEL LEAKS FROM CARBURETOR

Nofuel in carburetor: Checkcarburetor drain valve. Cleantank, filter
and carburetor. Check fuel lines for obstructions, and test fuel
pump.

Float level set too big h: Remove
bowl, invert carburetor and set float
.050 inch from casting rim. See Fig. 2 and Float Setting Instructions,
page 38.

Chokevalve not closing: Check linkage for proper travel.

Dirt under inlet needle valve: Removeinlet valve, clean seat by
rinsing in mild solvent or clean fuel, and blow off with compressed
air.

GOVERNOR SURGE

Bowlvent plugged: Removebowl and blow thru body vent hole with
compressedair.

Throttle shaft and valve binding: Removeand replace shaft if worn.
Clean carburetor body and reassemble throttle shaft.

Governorslicking: Check linkage for binding.

Collapsedfloat, caused by blowing assembledc~rburetor with compressed air: Replacefloat.

DISASSEMBLY
Before disassembling:Clean outside of carburetor from all foreign
material.

Carburetor gummed
from storage - float stuck: Removefuel bowl
and clean.

CAUTION:Whencleaning a completely assembled carburetor,
not blow with compressedair, you maycollapse the float.

ENGINE SMOKES AND RUNS RICH
Dirty air filter:

DONOTsoak or boil carburetor or body in chemical solutions. Idle
channel is permanently sealed -- solution will seep in and cause
corrosion. Use a mild solvent, fuel oil or kerosene.

Cleanper instructions.

Improper adjustment: Set Idle Needle 1 turn open from seat. Refer
to Adjustment Instructions, page38.

Disassembleparts in the following sequence: Refer to exploded
view, page 38.

Bowlretainer gasket leaks: Tighten securely, or replace.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Air bleed in .carburetor plugged:Removefuel bowl and idle needle.
Clean thoroughly with compressedair.
ENGINE RUNS LEAN
Improper adjustment: Set Idle Needle 1 turn open from seat. Refer
to Adjustment Instructions, page 38.
Idle holes plugged.Dirt In fuel delivery channels: Removefuel bowl
and idle needle. Clean thoroughly With compressedair.
Lowfuel level:
Fuel filter

SeeFig. 2 and Float Setting Instructions,

do

Main fuel jet ..........
(4)
Retainer gasket .......
(5)
Fuel bowl .............
(2)
Fuel bowl gasket ......
(3)
Float shaft ............
(7)
Float and spring .....
(6, 8)
Fuel valve-spring ......
(9)
Idle needle assembly . (11)
Throttle stop screw ... (13)

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Chokevalve screws .. (18)
Choke valve .........
(22)
Choke shaft .........
(19)
Throttle valve screws . (18)
Throttle valve ........
(17)
Throttle shaft ........
(14)
Throttle shaft seal ....
(16)
Throttle return spring
(15)

CAUTION:Do not remove nozzle (Ref. 10) from carburetor, unless
replacing it with a newservice nozzle -- idle holes will not line up.
Tighten 15 to 20 inch pounds torque. Use a pro’per fitted tool to
prevent damageto slot in nozzle head.

page38.

plugged:Removeand clean.
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L 116 Series

Model W2- 880

FIoot Drop +-.060 inch from end of Nozzle Boss
F oat
~

~____.,.~~j

Vlton seat for fuel valve can be replaced if necessary. Pull out by
meansof a small hook on the end of a wire paper clip,
Cleanthrottle shaft seal in fuel oil or keroseneand dry. Re-oil with
30 weight oil or equivalent.
REASSEMBLY
Washall other parts with carburetor cleaning solvent and blow off
with compressedair.

Fu~l V~I~
T~5
and Spring
--~
l ~:~ Inch From Top of Casting

I/

Install choke shaft and valve. Mountvalve with part numbertoward
the outside with the valve in a closed position.

Fig.

Mount throttle valve, with letter "W" on valve facing outward and
opposite idle side of carburetor. Makecertain valve plate does not
bind whenopening and closing throttle. Be sure that return spring
tension holds throttle valve closed.

2, FLOAT SETTING

The Idle adjusting needle (11) should be seated lightly (clockwise),
then backedout 1 + 1/8 turns as a preliminary setting. With engine
warmedup and running at about 1200 R.P.M, fine tune idle mixture
for smooth steady running,

Tighten main fuel jet (4), to 35 inch poundstorque.
FLOATSETTING, Fig. 2
Mountall other parts in reverse order of disassembly.Hookfuel valve
spring under float adjustmenttab, and float support spring as illustrated in fig, 2. Float should be .030/.070 inch from top of body
casting rim -- bend adjustment tab to raise or lower fuel level.

3,

FI~t
~u~
Spring

ADJUSTMENTS,Fig. 3
Turn Idle speedscrew (13) in, until throttle valve is slightly open.
With engine warmedup and running, turn adjusting screw in or out
as required to obtain desired low idle speed(1000 to 1200 r.p.m.).

Vlton fuel valve seat; press firmly in place with groove end toward
seat hole.

Fig.

~ai.~-~

The Main Metering Jet (4), for high speedoperation is fixed (not
adjustable).

EXPLODED VIEW
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CARBURETORSERVICE INFORMATION
WISCONSINNo. L 131-1

WALBRO
No. WHG53

Engine Model W2-880

16

15

2
3
4

13
12

5
6

11

10

8

9.
Idle Adjustment Needle: Adjust for correct amount of
fuel delivered to the primary idle hole.

10. Idle Tube: Delivers fuel from bowl to idle progression
holes.

Priman/ Idle Hole: Main source of fuel to engine at the
idle position.

11. Bowl Vent: Maintains atmospheric pressure on fuel in
bowl.

First ProgressionHole: Feedsair to primary idle hole at
idle position and fuel thru progression.

5o

Main Jet: Meters amountof fuel delivered to nozzle and
idle system.

12. Nozzle Well Vent: Meters air to the nozzle system.

SecondProgression Hole: Feedsair to primary idle hole
at idle position and fuel thru progression.

13. Nozzle: Main source of fuel at the wide open throttle
position.

Throttle Valve Assembly:Regulates engine speedas it
exposesidle holes and nozzle.

14. Choke Valve Assembly: Closed at start position to
allow manifold vac to drawonly fuel from nozzle andidle
holes.

Fuel Inlet: Fuel from gas tank enters carburetor here.
15. Venturi: Velocity of air increases at this point to draw
fuel from nozzle.

Inlet Needle Valve: Meters amountof fuel allowed into
bowl by wayof float function.
8,

16, Idle Air Vent: Air enters here to create an emulsionof
air andfuel at the idle position.

Float: Maintainsa constant fuel level in bowl.
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CARBURETORSERVICE INFORMATION
WISCONSINNo. L 131-1

WALBRO
No. WHG53

Engine Model W2-880

1. HARDSTARTING
CAUSE
(a) Improperidle needleadjustment

REMEDY
Carefully reseat idle needle and backout to 1¼
turns open. After engine starts and runs, set for
optimum performance.

(b) Nofuel in carburetor

Removetank filter
thoroughly.

(c) Chokenot closing properly

Checkchokecontrol for proper travel.

(d) Inlet needlestuck

Removeand wipe clean, also clean inlet seat.

and carburetor.

Clean

2. ENGINE RUNS RICH
CAUSE
(a) Improperadjustment

REMEDY
Carefully reseat idle .needle and backout to 11/4
turns open. After engine starts and runs, set for
optimum performance.

(b) Float level set too high

With fuel bowl and carb inverted, set float.

(c) Inlet needlestuck

Remove
needle and wipe clean. Also clean inlet
seat and blow with compressedair.

(d) Float bowl gasketleaks

Removeand replace gasket.

(e) Air bleedsin carburetorplugged

Removeidle needle and float
compressedair.

(f) Chokenot open

Inspect lever and linkage to insure proper
opening.

bowl. Clean with

3. ENGINE RUNS LEAN

4.

CAUSE
(a) Improperadjustment

REMEDY
Carefully reseat idle needle and backoutto 11/4
turns open. After enginestarts and runs, set for
optimum performance.

(b) Idle holespluggedanddirt in fuel delivery
channels

Remove
welch plug, float bowl and idle needle.
Clean thoroughly with compressedair. Be sure
idle holes are open.

(c) Float level set too low

With bowl removedand carburetor inverted, set
float.

(d) In-tankfuel filter plugged

Remove
from tank and clean or replace.

FUEL LEAKS FROM CARBURETOR
CAUSE
(a) Float level set too high

REMEDY
With bowl removedand carburetor inverted, set
float.

(b) Carburetorgummed
from storage or bad fuel

Removefuel bowl and clean.
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Y-67 Series

WICO MODEL XH-2D

MAGNETO

WlCONo. XH-1961C
(Replaces XH-1961),WlS. No. Y-67, For MODELS
TE and TF ENGINE
WlCONo. XH-2531C
(Replaces XH-2531and XH-1961C),WlS. No. Y-67-A, For MODELS
TE, TF, TH ENGINE
SERVICE
41

INSTRUCTIONS
50

32

51

28

36"

TIMING
Themagnetois properly timed to the engineat the factory. If it
becomesnecessary to retime the magnetoto the engine, refer to the
diagramand instructions in the engine instruction book.
LUBRICATION
Theonly lubricating pointin themagneto
is the camwiperfelt (Ref.
No.17). TbJsfelt, whichlubricates the breakerarmat point of contact
with the cam,shouldbe replacedwhenever
it is necessaryto replace the
breaker contacts.

5

close the contactsbymoving
the plate until the openingis .015", treasuring
with a feeler gaugeof that thickness, tighten the two clampscrews.
To replace the contacts removethe breaker spring clampscrew
(Ref No. 40), the breaker armlock (Ref No. 16) and washer(Ref
12). Thenlift the breaker arm from its pivot. Removethe aligning
washer,5717,andthetwofixedcontactclampscrews(RefNo.37). The
breaker plate can then be removed.
If the contactsneedreplacingi t is recommended
that boththe fixed
contact and the breaker arm be replaced at the same time, using

replacement
breakerset X5996
(Ref No.39).
IMPORTANT
Incorrectly adjusted spark plug gaps cause magnetofailure more
frequendythan any other condition.
Sparkplugs shouldbe inspectedat frequentintervals, the size of
the gap should be carefully checked and adjusted and the plugs
thoroughly cleaned.
All oil, grease, and dirt should frequently be wiped off the
magneto,lead wires, and spark plug insulators. Keepingthese parts
clean and the spark plugs properly adjusted will improvethe engine
performanceand at the sametime will prolongthe life of the magneto.
MAGNETO COVER
Themagneto
cover(Ref. No. 53) can beremoved
by looseningthe
four screws(Ref. No. 33) whichhold it in place.When
replacingthe
coverbesurethat the covergasket(Ref. No.32)is in its properplace.
BREAKER CONTACTS -- REPLACEMENT AND
ADJUSTMENT
The breaker contacts should be adjusted to .015" whenfully
opened.To adjust the contacts, loosen the two clampscrews (Ref. No.
37) enoughso that the contact plate can be moved.
Insert the endof a smallscrewdriverin flae adjustingslot andopenor

41

After assembly, the contacts should be adjusted as described
above.Thecontacts shouldbe kept clean at all times. Lacquerthinner
is an ideal cleaner for this purpose. UseWICO
tool S-5449,to adjust
the alignmentof the contacts so that both surfaces meetsquarely.
CONDENSER
To removethe condenser (Ref. No. 31), first disconnect the
condenserlead byremovingthe breaker armspring screw(Ref. No. 40),
then removethe two condenser clamp screws (Ref. No. 19), and the
condenser clamp(Ref. No. 28). Whenreplacing the condenser make
sure it is properly placed and that the clampscrews are securely
tightened.
COIL AND COIL CORE
Thecoil and coil core must be removedfrom the magnetohousing
as a unit. Disconnectthe primary wire from the breaker arm spring
terminal by removingscrew(Ref No. 40), take out the two coil core
clampscrews (R ef No. 20), and removethe clamps(Ref No. 35). The
coil and core can then be pulled from the housing. Whenreplacing this
groupmakesure that the bare primarywire is connectedunder the core
clampscrewand that the insulated wire is connectedto the breakerarm
spring terminal.

Y-79 Series

MAGNETO
SERVICE INSTRUCTIONS
Y-79B-S1(FId-X2BVE)
for Wisconsin
EngineModelTJD
Y-79A-S1 (FM-X2BVD), replaced by Y-79B-S1

Y-79C-$1(FM-X2BVF)
for Schramm
Compressor
EngineVEF4
Y-79-$1 (FM-X2BVA), replaced by Y-79C-$1
The adjustment
of breaker
points is made in the following
manner:
Lightly
loosen
the two contact
support
locking
screws, identified
in Fig. 1. Then, wxth the points at full
separation,
move the contact
support until the proper breaker point
clearance
is obtained.
This is accomplished
by
means of a screw driver
inserted
in the slot at the bottom
of the contact
support
and pivoted
between the two small
bosses
on the bearing
support.
Lock assembly in place by
tightening
locking
screws, and take a final
measurement of
breaker
point gap after
the locking
screws are tightened.
Finally clean the points with a piece of hard cardboard.
SEALING

THE

MAGNETO

Before replacing
the end cap on the magneto frame, clean
the contact
surfaces
between the end cap and frame.
Coat
the surface
with gasket cement, place a new gasket in the
joint,
mount the end cap on the frame and securely
tighten
the four end cap screws.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The type FMX2BVE
magnetois adaptedto the modelTJDengines
manufactured
by Wis-Con
Total PowerCorp.Theignition sparkis
distributed to the engine sparkplugs by the jumpsparkmethod.
Thismagneto
is flange mounted,
clockwisein rotaft on andhasa lag
angle of 16° - 18° providedby an impulsecoupling. TheFMX2BVF
magnetois used on the combinationWisconsinengine - Schramm
compressorunits.
SERVICE

Improper function/ng
of the magneto is often believed
to be
the cause of engine difficulty
arising
from other sources,
such as a flooded carburetor,
insufficient
fuel or atr, loose
ignition
connections,
or a defective
spark plug. A brief engine inspection
will often locate the trouble before the magneto is reached,
and prevent maladjustment
of parts in good
condition.
The magneto should be opened only when it is
certain
that the ignition
spark produced is unsatisfactory.
This condition
may be determined
by an ignite.on
spark test,
as explained
in engine
INSTRUCTION MANUAL.
BREAKER POINTS,

SERVICE

NOT RECOMMENDED

TERMINAL
POSITION

/~[~"~

MOUNT GEAR WITH
’PRICK
PUNCH’
LOCATED
THUS-------~

e ~ ~_~
--~,
~ ’,

, ,t-:’,

%>--~:

~.~/~--~,

\
.’X’

MARKED
GEAR TOOTH

,,;,%.

Fig.

\X~,//

Remove the magneto end cap and inspect
the breaker
points
for evidence of pitting
or pyramiding.
A small[ tungsten file
or fine stone should be used to resurface
the points.
Badly
worn or pitted points should be replaced.
If it is necessary
to resurface
or replace the breaker points,
it: will also b~
necessary to adjust them to their proper clearance which is
0.015 inch at full separation.

Fig.
DRIVE

2,

DRIVE GEAR MARKINGAND ASSEMBLY(for

GEAR MOUNTING,

Fig.

TJD)

2

The magneto is equipped with a special
directly
on the impulse couphng. If it
place the drive gear, special
care must
assembly. It is possible to be off 180 o
improperly
mounted.

CO

drive gear mounted
is necessary
to rebe exercised
in rein timing if gear is

Set magneto for spark discharge
to the No. lterminal,
(tower
closest
to engine).
This is accomplished
by inserting
short stiff
length of wu’e into the No. 1 terminal
socket and
bend to within 1,8 inch of the magneto frame. Then turn the
impulse coupling
in a clockwise
rotation,
tripping
the impulse, until a spark ts observed between the wire and frame.
Retain coupling
in this position
and mount gear with drive
lugs in slot,
and prick punch mark on gear face located
as
illustrated,
The ’X’ marked gear tooth will be located so as
to be seen through gear cover inspection
hole when magneto
is mounted.

CDN
MEASURE BR
POINT
GAP
WHEN
OPEN.
ADJUST TO

BREAKER

LOCKING

TIMING
ADJUSTING
Fig. 1,

FIELD

NO.
I
IN FIRING

PROCEDURE

SERVICING

FURTHER

The cam wick, if dry or nard, should be replaced
by a new,
factory
impregnated,
wlck. Other than thisthe
magneto does
not require
field
lubrication
and any attempt to oil or to
grease the bearings is inadvisable.
The lubricant
should be
renewed only during
a complete
overhaul
of the magneto.
Coil and condenser
replacement,
can be done if adequate
test equipment is available.

MAGNETO TO ENGINE

Ignition
timing is accomplished
by correctly
mounting magneto to the gear cover Refer to "MAGNETOTIMING" in engine INSTRUCTION MANUAL for as sembly procedure.

BREAKER POINT ADJUSTMENT
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Y-80 Series
MAGNETOSERVICE INSTRUCTIONS
(TYPEFM-X1-2B7-1)

The adjustment
of breaker
points
is made in the following
manner: Lightly
loosen the two contact
support
locking
screws, identified
in Fig. 1. Then. with the points at full
separation,
move the contact support until the proper breaker
point clearance is obtained.
This is accomplished by means
of a screwdriver
inserted
in the slot at the bottom of the
contact support and pivoted between the two small bosses
onthe bearing support. Lock assembly ’~,a place by tightening
locking
screws, and take a final
measurement of breaker
point gap after the locking screws are tightened.
//j-

COIL

../CONDENSER
MEASURE BREAKER
POINT
GAP WHEN
OPEN. ADJUST TO
j0.0’(
5 INCH
~. FULCRUM PIN
SNAP RING

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The type FM-XI-2B7-1 magneto is
TH and THD engines manufactured

LOCKING
==’"’SCREWS

adapted to the models TE, TF
by Wis-Con Total Power Corp.

BREAKER ARM
___.__TERMINAL
SCREW

The magneto is of a split-coil
design in that there isn’t any distribu°tor, but instead two sparks are provided simultaneously
every 360
of rotation.
The magneto is flange mounted, clockwise in rotation
and has a lag angle of 20° provided by a special impulse coupling.
SERVICE

Fig.
SEALING

BREAKER

END VIEW OF MAGNETO.

Before replacing
end cap on the magneto frame, clean the
contact surfaces between cap and frame. Then coat the end
cap contact
surface
with Fairbanks-Morse
FMCO2 Gasket
Varnish,
place a new cork gasket
in the joint,
mount the
end cap on the frame, and tighten
the four screws securely.

PROCEDURE

Improper functioning
of the magneto is often believed
to be
the cause of engine difficulty
arising
from other sources,
such as a flooded carburetor,
insufficient
fuel or air, loose
ignition
connections,
or a defective
spark plug. A brief
engine inspection
will often locate the trouble
before the
magneto is reached, and prevent maladjustment
of parts in
good condition.
The magneto should be opened only when
it is certain
that the ignition
spark produced is unsatisfactory.
This condition
may be determined by an ignition
spark test,
as explained
in engine INSTRUCTION MANUAL.
SERVICING

I

MAGNETO

FURTHER

FIELD

SERVICE

NOT RECOMMENDED

The cam felt wick, if dry or hard, should be replaced by a
new factory-impregnated wick. Other than this, magneto
does not require field lubricationand any attempt to oil or
grease the bearings is inadvisable. The lubricants should
be renewed only during a comptete overhaul of the magneto
by a Factory-Authorized Magneto Service Center. Coil and
condenser replacements, while simple, are not recommended
unless test equipmentis avaitable.

POINTS

Remove the magneto end cap and inspect
the breaker points
for evidence of pitting
or pyramiding. A small tungsten file
or fine stone should be used to resurface
the points.
Badly
worn or pitted points should be replaced. If it is necessary
to restlrface
or replace the breaker points, it will also be
necessary to adjust them to their proper clearance which is
0.015 inch at full separation,

TIMING

MAGNETO TO ENGINE

I~dition
timing
is accomplished
by correctly
mounting
magneto to the crankcase.
Refer to ’MAGNETO TIMING’ in
engine INSTRUCTION MANUAL for assembly procedure.
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SERVICEAND PARTS
Available from your Authorized
WIS-CON TOTAL POWER
Service Center

HEADQUARTERS:
3409 Democrat Road P.O. Box 181160 Memphis, Tennessee 38181
Phone:(901) 365-36OO TELEX:462-1058 (llq} FAX NO: (901) 369-4050
EUROPEAN:
Rue JosephDeflandre, 13 B-4053Chaudfontaine(Liege) Belgium
Phone: (32) (41) 675320 TELEX:42631 TDYTP B FAXNO: (32) (41)

TTP20123
JULY1994

